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SUMMARY

The literature relating to the thermal stabilisation 

of austenite has been reviewed with particular reference to 

the mechanisms proposed by various workers to account for the 

phenomenon. The complex interactions between martensite 

transformation and stress have also been discussed in order 

to assess the feasibility ofa stabilisation mechanism 

controlled .by stress-relaxation.

The kinetics of stabilisation have been studied using 

an electrical resistance technique in two 0.5$ carbon steels 

containing 19$ and 2^-$ nickel, after treatments at 

temperatures between -100°C and -^K^C. In addition, the 

response of the same materials to externally applied stress 

has been investigated. Stabilisation has been shown to 

develop extremely rapidly at sub-zero temperatures in both 

alloys; the degree of stabilisation, 6. increases with 

increase in ageing time, prior martensite content and ageing 

temperature above -60°C.

The degree of stabilisation is sensitive to the iso 

thermal transformation to martensite (the 'tail') which 

immediately follows the initial quench; lower Q values are 

obtained when this transformation is curtailed. This effect 

complicates the dependence of Q on ageing temperature and 

prior martensite content. Short quench treatments produce 

a C-curve dependence of Q on ageing temperature with a 

minimum Q value occurring between -80^'C and -60°C. The 

C-curve behaviour can be suppressed in the 19$ Ni steel, but 

not in the 2^-$ Ni steel by extending the quench treatment 

beyond the time sufficient for the 'tail' transformation.

The stabilisation is thermally reversible and the 

effects of chan£C3 in ageing temperature c,aa be predicleu



from a knowledge of the time dependence of 0 at the 

individual temperatures involved. However, reversibility in 

the present context does not necessarily require the 

stabilisation mechanism itself to be reversible.

The degree of stabilisation produced in the 19$ Ni 

alloy is greater than that in the 2^-% Ni alloy for comparable 

conditions, but the kinetics of stabilisation are essentially 

the same in the two alloys, in spite of differences in the 

martensite habit plane and morphology.

Relaxation of an externally applied stress occurs in 

Pe-Ni-C alloys at -78°C and is accompanied by transformation 

to martensite. At least two mechanisms can produce 

relaxation, one of which involves stress-induced isothermal 

transformation to martensite. Transformation can be re 

started following a stabilising treatment by either an 

externally applied stress or undercooling; correlation has 

been revealed between the results of stress relaxation 

tests and 0 values.

None of the previously proposed mechanisms can account 

for all the features of stabilisation encountered arid the 

mechanism responsible has not been clearly isolated.
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1*1 Introduction

The transformation to martensite in ferrous alloys can 

be suppressed or delayed by thermal or mechanical stabilis 

ation of the austenite. Thermal stabilisation of austenite 

is observed in steels when cooling is arrested within the 

martensite transformation range. On subsequent cooling, 

further transformation does not occur until an undercooling 

has been applied. Stabilisation has also been produced by 

holding above the M temperature in the absence of
t3

martensitej during continuous cooling, during isothermal 

transformation to martensite and after mechanical treatment.

Although the phenonmenon was reported by Ma thews (1) 

as early as 1925, a completely successful theory has not yet 

been proposed, in spite of numerous investigations since 

that time. This is probably due in part to the disagreement 

which exists relating to certain phenoraenological aspects of 

stabilisation and to the limited understanding of the 

kinetics of the martens its transform-it ion itself. 

1.2. The Choice of TOPIC.

Many workers have concluded that the thermal 

stabilisation of atistenite is dependent on diffusion of the 

interstitial elements carbon and nitrogen. In 1966 Kinsman 

and Shyne proposed a theory (2) based on carbon locking of 

the austenite/martensite embryo interface, which was largely 

successful in explaining the phenomenon within a strictly 

limited temperature range (3). However, 3anyal (U-) has 

subsequently shown that stabilisation can be developed with
f->

extreme rapidity at temper? tur-ss ^s lov; -:s -?o v C, wh.sre 

carbon diffusion would be extremely slow. It \;ns suggested 

that stress relaxation might account for these observations.



It was therefore decided to initiate a project to 

investigate the kinetics of the thermal stabilisation of 

austenite at sub-zero temperatures.
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In this section the previous literature relating to the 

stabilisation of austenite will be reviewed. Since the 

phenomenon is closely associated with the martensite 

transformation, any such review must be connected with the 

mechanism of transformation itself. However, the considerable 

controversy which exists within this field makes a concise 

summary difficult. Therefore a basic knowledge of martensite 

transformation kinetics will be assumed and the anomalies 

only discussed where they are of direct significance.to 

stabilisation. For more comprehensive reviews the reader is 

referred to papers by Kaufman and Cohen (5)» Christian (5) 

and Sntwisle (7).

2.1. TH3 THERMAL .STABILISATION-0? AU3T3NITB 

2.1.1. The Measurement of Stabilisation

Thermal stabilisation of austenite is most commonly 

observed experimentally when steelp ars quenched to a 

temperature, T , below the martensite start (Mg ) temperature 

and aged at a temperature T_, which may be the same as, or 

higher than, T . On cooling, further transformation does 

not occur until a temperature M ' has been reached. The
j

temperature interval T - M_, , designated S. has been used 

by many workers as a measure of stabilisation (2-^-, 8-13) 

(fig 1). Karris and Cohen (I1*) have also used o , the amount 

of excess austanite in a stabilised specimen over and above 

that obtained by direct quenching to tho snrae reference 

temperature Tp .

Subsequent work has shown Ur.< t o Ls a function of



reference temperature and is not therefore a unique para 

meter (9, 15). The maximum value of o occurs at M ,, the 

temperature at which transformation recommences, and 

thereafter o decreases with decrease in reference temperature 

(9) (fig 2). It appears that no simple correlation exists 

between 0 and b (13).

Although 0 has now been generally accepted as the best 

measure of stabilisation, it is by no means a complete 

description of the phenomenon. It gives no indication of 

how transformation recommences when stabilisation is over 

come, nor does it indicate whether or not martensite is 

permanently lost on further cooling.

Various experimental techniq-ues have been used to 

study stabilisation and the subsequent progress of trans 

formation. Some workers have favoured diract metallographic 

observation to follow transformation (14--16). However this 

technique is limited in that it cannot be used during 

continuous cooling and is generally restricted to measure 

ments of o . Edmondson(9) has us«ed a recalescence technique

to estimate M '. This approach is limited to situations in s
which transformation recommences with a burst of 

transformation at Mg ! » ?or this re a sou, in a l£c 10,1m 

steel the technique was only applicable to specimens 

containing .less than 35£ of prs-for'^rt -^rtenslte, It is 

generally more convenient to estimate the fraction trans 

formed from the changes in physical properties which 

accompany transformation. Indirect techniques involving the 

measurement of resistance (3> 1+)17)> dilatation (12,13,15) 

and magnetic properties (8, 10-13) have been used, c- 

the progress of transformation to be followed during 

continuous cooling. Such techniques permit accurate
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determination of both Q and o . 

2,1.2. The Effect of Prior Martensite Content

Although it is generally agreed that for a given ageing 

treatment, the degree of stabilisation increases as the 

amount of martensite present during ageing increases (3,8,11, 

13-l5) } some exceptions have been reported. For instance, 

Sdmondson (9) has found that an increase in martensite 

content from 7% to 17.5# In a 1#C, 10$ Ni steel had no 

effect on the value of OmQ_, the maximum degree of stabil-
IllciJv

isation. Priestner and Glover (11) have observed a similar 

effect in a l.^C, 5$ Ni steel containing 15> and 3Gji 

martensite. However, a further increase to 50$ martensite 

resulted in a two-fold increase of 6 . Elsewhere (18) it
lildA

has been shown that in some circumstances,. specimens with 

large martensite contents may give smaller 6 values than 

those with--lower contents.   -

It has more recently been demonstrated that although © 

values are increased by increases in martensite content, the 

isothermal kinetics and their temperature dependence remain 

unaltered (3) (fig 3)  

2.1.3. The Sffect of Ageing Time and Temperature

The degree of stabilisation produced in a given steel 

is dependent upon both ageing time and temperature. Various 

workers have reported th^t, at a given ageing temperature, 0 

increases with ageing time to a maximum value ©max (3 } B-11 4 

13-15,18) and thereafter remains constant (9,13,1^,10 or 

decreases (3,10-12,18). In some"cases if 0 falls bslou C ,
\ .IluX

it may pass through a minimum value and then rise again with 

increase in ageing time (3,10,11,16). The latter is thought 

to be associated with balnite formation (3,11), or carbide
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precipitation in the parent austenite (18) after very long 

ageing times and is not therefore a true feature of 

stabilisation.

Izumiyama (18) has divided the variation of Q with 

ageing time at 150°C into four distinct stages (fig M-) on 

the basis of different activation energies. At low temper 

atures (below 60°G) only stage 1 is observed. In this case 

0 increases to a maximum with ageing time and thereafter 

remains constant according to the equation:

P = k (1 - P) tn (1) 

where:

P = O/' Q 
max

t is the ageing time. 

k and n are constants.

However, previous work on the same alloy (13) revealed 

a relationship of the form:

__i_ = ktT (2) 
1 - P

Edmondson (9) has found similar results at low ageing 

temperatures and proposed an equation:

0 = Gmax (1 - exp - Mtn) (3) 

where M and n are constants at a given temperature.

Priestner and Glover (11) have reported a time depend 

ence similar to that of Izumiyama after ageing at temperatures 

between 50°G and 100°C in a l.^C, 5^ Ni steel (fig 5). In 

this case however, ageing past the emax peak (corresponding 

to Izumiyama ! s stages ? and 3) caused negative values of Q

(i.e. M i .> T ) and an enhancement of transformation S q
("termed sensitisation) . The enhancement appeared to follow 

the general pattern of stabilisation kinetics in this alloy.
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However, Kinsman and Shyne (3) considered such behaviour to 

be 'atypical. 1 . They reported a comparable dependence of Q 

on ageing time at low temperstures (below 80°G), but no 

negative stabilisation was observed. At higher ageing 

temperatures no maximum in the 6 versus ageing time plot 

was observed (3). Ageing a 31.5/2 Ni O.Ol^G steel at 100°C 

for various times resulted in an almost constant value of G 

which increased gradually after long ageing times.

It has been suggested that there is a temperature, e~i,
S

above which stabilisation does not occur (13-15). Harris 

and Cohen (I1!-) proposed that ff"s was related to MS by the 

equation:

<T = 0.57 MQ + 26. (10
o o

where temperatures are in °F«

They also observed that 6~. was related too by the 

equation:

S = K (<rs - Th) (5)

where T^ is the ageing temperature in °F and 

K is a constant for a particular .alloy and austenitising 

treatment. However, estimates 3f6* s have differed greatly 

(9). According to Iraai and Izumiyama (13) <^g corresponds to 

the point, on the normal transformation curve at which the 

locus of the M., points obtained for specimens initially
S

quenched to different temperatures below M,, and subjected to 

the same ageing treatment, would intersect the normal 

transformation curve (fig 6).

Some disagreement exists concerning the way in which

0 varies with ageing temperature. 3dmondson(9) found 
max
that Omax decreased with increase in ageing t:mporature, but 

that the initial rate of stabilisation increased as ageing 

temperature increased. Others (8,11) have indicated tint
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0 _  is independent of ageing temperature, but that at high

temperatures 0   is reached more rapidly. Kinsman and 

Shyne (3) found that at low ageing temperatures, ©   } andillcUt

the time to reach this value, increased with decrease in 

ageing temperature. The only exception was found in the 

case of a 12% Ni, 1#C steel in which emov at 35°G was

greater than that at 20 G. At high ageing temperatures 6 

increased with increase in ageing temperature in O.l^C, 

31. 5# Ni and 0.35#C, 27% Ni steels. 

2.1. k. Stabilisation in the Absence of Martens ita

Although thermal stabilisation of austenite is 

commonly associated with partially transformed alloys, 

instances have also been reported in alloys in the fully 

austenitie condition (3,lM-,l5,19-2 lf) ; stabilisation then 

results either in a lowering of M_ or an increase in the
*? "

amount of retained austenite at- a given temperature.

Klier and Troiano (19) reported that in a O.tysC, l5#Cr 

steel, holding at 395 G, for several seconds during cooling

from the austenitising temperature lowered M from 72 - 5°G
« ^

to below room temperature. 'Das C-upta and Lement (16,25) 

working with a similar alloy found contradictory results. 

Zener (26) found no dependence of Ma on cooling rates in the 

range 100 to ^000 deg C/sec.

Harris and Cohen (I1*) deduced from Equation M- that 

materials having M below 60°F (15.5°C) would stabilise in
^ .  

the absence of martensite. They showed that in several 

steels, variations of Mg and retained austenite content with 

quenching rate were consistent with this theory. Hoyever, 

Hollomon et al (20) had previously found MS to be independ 

ent of cooling rate, but had noted th-it the extent of 

transformation at any temperature below Mg decreased with
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decrease In cooling rate.

Morgan and Ko (15), using a series of steels in the 

range 0.9;£ to 1.3$C, 0 to 10% Ni reported that specimens.

quenched in brine usually gave higher M values ands

Higher martensite contents than those quenched to the same 

temperature in oil; however, no such effect was observed in 

1.3#C, 5# Ni and IjSC, IQjS Ni steels (15). They also found 

the existence of a temperature 3 , above which stabilisation 

could not be produced by isothermal ageing. Isothermal 

treatments above M but below B resulted in a depression of
>3 O

M which increased with isothermal holding time. Edmondson*o

and Ko (27), using specimens from the same bars used'by 

Morgan and Ko, found that variations in the cooling rate 

had no effect on martensite content and that ageing for up 

to 32 hours had no effect on the amount of martensito below 

M , in direct contradiction to the results of Morgan and Ko
S .- *  '  ; - -  

(15)« The hypothesis that the difference in behaviour was 

caused by hydrogen loss' at room temperature proved to be 

unfounded. It seemed that some unknown factor must determine 

whether or not stabilisation occurred in the absence of 

martensite.

Ct'te and Ko (21) have suggested the following 

reasons for the non-observance of stabilisation above Ms-
S

1. the ageing temperature is above<r q or 3 ,

2. the maximum cooling rate employed is sufficient to 

induce full stabilisation,

3. the lovjaring of M is too snail to be detected with any
j

degree of accuracy.

Glover and Smith (S) attempted to depress Mg by iso 

thermal ageing in the absence of martensite, but results
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were inconclusive owing to the poor reproducability of M .s
/"*

Although specimens quenched to 0 C in oil and water contained 

similar amounts of martensite, others quenched to 55°C gave 

more martensite on water quenching than on oil quenching. 

Imai and Izumlyama (12) found that the M of a 1/oC,
. >b

1.3$ CF steel could be depressed on quenching by increasing 

the austenitising temperature from 800°G to 1000°C. They 

concluded that this was caused by the increased solubility 

of carbides at high austenitising temperatures which 

resulted in higher concentrations of carbon and chromium 

in solid solution and hence lower M values. Such an
 3

explanation can only apply in the presence of carbide- 

forming elements.

Kinsman and Shyne (3) have shown that ageing at
*

*\

temperatures between M0 and 80 C in the absence of
tj

martensite caused a lowering of- the initial M in a number
o

of samples. However, statistical comparison with unaged 

samples was of doubtful- validity because of the wide 

scatter of data. Ageing at 20Q°C, prior to transformation 

produced a significant lowering of M which was dependent
o

on ageing time.

Woehrle et al (?3) have observed an increase in M and
S

a decrease in the amount of retained austcnite with increase 

in quench rate (figs 7 and 8), using very fast cooling 

rates. In later work, the large scatter of results was 

reduced (21+) and a sigmoidal dependence of M on quench rate
o

was found in Fe - C alloys at rates in the range 5,750 cleg 

C/s to 2^,800 deg sC/s (fig 9); M was independent of 

quench rate below ^000 deg C/s and above 17,000 deg C/s,-and 

between these two extremes it incre^stU linearly with the 

rate of quench. An increase in carbon content in plain
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carbon steels caused an overall lowering of M , but did not

j

change its dependence on quench rate. Additions of nickel 

or manganese tended to move the M - Independent regions
o

towards higher quench rates whereas additions of cobalt or 

tungsten caused a shift towards lower quench rates. In 

complex quaternary ?e - G - Cr - Mn alloys, the sigmoidal 

dependence was replaced by a uniform increase of M_ with
O

quench rate.

2,1.5* The Progress of Transformation_F.p.llQWJn.g. 

Stabilisation

The rate at which transformation recommences after 

stabilisation depends on the ageing treatment (11) the alloy 

composition and the amount of martensite present during 

ageing (9,11)«

In certain alloys, when the initial rnartensite content 

is low, transformation re-starts with a burst at M , (3,9? 

11). For instance, Sdmondson (9) has observed that a 

burst only occurs at M ', in a 1?«G ].Qfs Ni steel when the
o

amount of pre-formed rnartensite i«s less than 35$   Further-- 

more it appeared that the higher the ageing temperature, the 

less was the tendency towards a burst. Others (8) have 

reported burst transformations at M_, in a lj?G 3$ Mn. ctecl 

containing 5^ martensite. The amount of martensite formed 

during the burst was always less th~n that produced by 

continuous cooling (i.e. o was always positive).. Frequently 

on further cooling, transformation would almost stop for a 

small temperature interval!. This was followed by ?nother 

smaller interval of rapid transformation, and a stepped. 

transformation curve. Priestner and Glover (11) found a 1 

similar phenomenon'in a 1.5/&C 5;^ Nl stool, but in some
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instances the size of the burst at M , was such that the
O

martensite content was greater than that produced by 

continuous cooling (i.e.O was negative at M^,). They also 

found that bursts were favoured at low martensite contents 

and low values of Mg , (i.e. high 0 values). Glover (10) has 

suggested that alloys which exhibit burst transformations on 

continuous cooling are likely to behave similarly after a 

stabilising treatment.

In the absence of a burst, the transformation starts 

slowly at HS , and gradually accelerates until, at any 

temperature, the increment in percent martensite per deg.C. 

is greater than that produced by continuous cooling (3,15). 

Several workers have indicated that on further cooling the 

'normal 1 and 'stabilised' transformation curves do not 

converge, causing a small percent of martensite to be 

permanently lost (1^,28). However, it is generally thought 

that the effect of stabilisation can be removed by cooling 

to sufficiently low temperatures (M-, 8,10,12 ,13,15.16,18,^1). 

Imai and Izumiyama (13,18) have fpund that ageing for short 

times causes no permanent loss of martensite, but that 

ageing for long periods may cause a small permanent loss. 

The latter was more likely in. specimen? with high martens ite 

contents (13,l8) s Otte and Ko (21) h-ve suggested that the 

ease with which stabilisation could be removed by further 

cobling was dependent on the degree of prior transformation. 

Others (11) have observed that stabilisation was more 

permanent in specimens aged past the e^,^ peak.

Philibert and- Grussard (29) discovered thnt athar;nal 

transformation in high carbon steels could be supprassed 'by 

stabilising treatments. They were able lo achLov^ completely
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isothermal transformation below T and found the incubation 

period and rate of transformation to be dependent on the 

'severity 1 of the stabilising treatment. 

2.1.6. The Effect of Interstitial Elements

Various workers have found that the stabilisation 

phenomenon is strongly dependent on. the presence of the 

interstitial elements carbon and nitrogen (3,11,15,17,23,2*f, 

30). In several cases it has been shown that stabilisation 

cannot be produced in carbon-free Pe-Ni alloys (3,17,29,30). 

Stabilising treatments in such alloys may lead to an 

enhancement of transformation (17) 

If stabilisation is controlled by the interstitial 

elements carbon and nitrogen, it should be possible to 

produce a similar effect by the introduction of hydrogen. 

However, since diffusion of hydrogen in stesl is very rapid, 

even at room temperature, difficulty has been experienced in 

maintaining a sufficient hydrogen concentration to give a 

measurable effect (31)«'

Imai and Izumiyaaia (30) reported that .steels containing 

Al or Ti were difficult to stabilise whereas those 

containing Si. Mn, Ni or Sn could be stabilised relatively 

easily, They concluded th^t Al gnd Tl reduced st^bilisgt-.lnn 

by removing C and M from solid solution* Glover (10) has 

noted that the tendency for Q to decrease beyond the ^^ 

peak is greater in Ni-steels. Ansell st al (2M-). have found 

that additions of Ni or Mh, which enhance carbon diffusion 

in austenite, and additions of Co or W, which decrease 

carbon diffusion,shave.opposite effects on the stabilisation 

phenomenon.

Izumiyama (13) has observed » i jullis;tl.ion in u 1,'JC 1.3/^ 

Cr steel at temperatures as lew as -60°C. 3-anyal (V) has



repor.ted similar results in high nickel steels at -90°C. 

Both workers concluded that diffusion of carbon alone could 

not explain the phenomenon at such low temperatures. 

Izumiyama further claimed that stabilisation can be produced 

in a carbon-free Fe28£ Ni alloy by thermal cycling; since 

the precise carbon level was not specified and in view of 

later work by Krauss and Gohen (32,33) on Fe30# Ni alloys 

the validity of this claim is doubtful.

Kinsman and Shyne (3) working on decarburised 

Fe-Ni-C alloys containing about O.G02;~iC found that 

stabilisation was not normally observed at ageing tempera 

tures below 100°G unless very long ageing times were used. 

They also found that for a given ageing temperature below

100°G the time to reach the Qmrtv peak increased withmax
increase in carbon content. At higher ageing temperatures 

(i.e. 200°C) however, stabilisation was insensitive to 

carbon content and could be produced in alloys containing 

only 0.001)? C.

It'must be borne in mind that whilst a carbon concen 

tration of 0.001 weight percent appears extremely small, it 

nonetheless amounts to ^6 carbon atoms per million iron 

atoms. Thus considerable numbers of carbon atoms ar-e preitml 

in the lattice even at apparently low concentrations.

017 THc* Rcs-srciTiq •? K-? T •!-(-IT ->-f ^•»-^ V.•? 1 -I o->•!-*/-s n
jg._« .t, . /. XII" ITly^y " J. S J. r~f J..L t. v r ^J 1. •-* v^i \J ^_ X i^ -^ *j> '. ^J I- '

Edraondson (9) first observed that wnen a partially 

transformed specimon v/as subjected to a succession of ageing 

treatments, the stabilisation produced was characteristic of 

ths final treut-ne.tt. temperature (fig 10). Glover (10) later 

reproduced this effect in a l.^C steel. Reversion h-.s ,-ils :> 

been observed in a l.^U, %i Hi steel, provided that the 

ageing treatment was not 'exce^l/o' (11). The farther t!:.o
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ageing progressed at the upper temperature, the greater was 

the temperature drop required for reversion.

Kinsman and Shyne (3) have more recently shown that 

although reversibility was observed in several ?e-Ni-C 

alloys at 'low 1 temperatures, at'high'temperatures (in the 

range 100 to 200°C) the 6 value w^s always characteristic of 

the highest ageing temperature used (i.e. reversibility was 

not observed). Moreover, when specimens were initially aged 

at a 'high' temperature, the total effect of a subsequent 

age at a 'low' temperature was additive to the background 

value of Q established during the 'high' temperature ageing 

treatment. 

2,1 ..8._ The E f fe^c t__of The rma 1 _C_y_c_14ng

It has been found that stabilisation resulting in a ' 

lowering of M_ can be produced in samples subjected to a5  

succession of heating and cooling cycles (18,25,32-35)  

Das Gupta and Lenient (2p) observed that isothermal 

transformation st a given sub-zero temperature could be 

completely suppressed by repeated,cycling between room 

temperature and the isothermal treatment temperature. 

However, others have found that each cycle must be such that 

th° f^rwa^d ^P^stenite to martens its) and reverse (martensitc 

to austenite) transformations occur. (18,32-35). 

Edinondson and Ko (3*+) showed that progressive lowering of 

the M_ of an ?e-3*f;.r Ni alloy was produced by thermal cycling
O

between ^50°C and -189°C. After 15 cycles the austenite vns 

completely stable down to -1?9°C. They found evidence of 

pi?.stic deformation in the austenite surrounding re r ton si to 

plates and it was suggested thnt cycling caused progressive 

deformation of the parent austenite, which suppresr?d
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transformation by inhibiting embryo growth.

Izumiyarna (IS) has reported that the M of an Fe-28/"! Mi
o

alloy was lowered from 0°C to -70°G after one cycle between

-196 0C and 550°G« The lowering of Mg was accompanied by a 

dramatic increase in hardness of the austenite from 100 7HN 

to 190 VHN. Further cycling produced progressive lowering 

of the M and increased hardening of the austenite. The
 D

effect was completely removed by subsequent austsnitising at 

850°C. Slow heating of thermally cycled specimens above 

550°C resulted in recrystallisation at 650°C indicating that 

the austenite was heavily cold worked. Similar effects have 

been observed by Ankara (35) in an Fe-30/* Ni alloy at 

heating rates of 2 deg G/min and 600 deg C/aiin; the faster

  heating rate produced a greater depression of M^.
v3

Krauss- and Cohan (32,33) could only produce stabilisation 

by thermal cycling of Fe 30;? ITi. alloys when slow heating 

(3 - *+ de'g"'C/*rin) was used during the reverse transformation. 

Although considerable deformation of the austsnite was

evident, no depression of M was produced by ra'oid heating
*

cycles (up-quenching). X-ray diffraction patterns indicated 

that during slow heating, the martensite decomposed to give 

a low nickel ferrite, which caused an enrichment of Hi in 

the parent austenite and a consequent lowering of MS on 

subsequent cooling. Daring rapid heating complete reversal 

to austenite occurred. They concluded that in this cise 

stabilisation was an extraneous phenomenon caused by an 

inadvertant change of composition in the austenite when 

heating was not sufficiently rapid.

In view of the lack of information concerning heating 

rates in Izumiyama's work (1°) and th* ?.bs<?r>ee of X-ray
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analysis of the phases present (lB,35), a direct relationship 

between the depression of M followirjg thermal cycling andO "

the reported increase in dislocation density in the austenite

is -dubious.

2.1.9* The_o_r ie s_.._of__T_herrnal 3tabi1is -tion

A successful theory of thermal stabilisation should bs 

capable of explaining all the features and anomalies 

described in sections 2.1.2. to 2.1.8. whilst being 

compatible with a theory of martensite transformation*

It is now generally accepted that stabilisation is 

produced by a process which inhibits martensite nucleation. 

The actual nature of the process, however, is still 

uncertain. Many mechanisms have been proposed, but none has 

succeeded in explaining all aspects of the phenomenon. This 

is probably due.in part to the profusion of alloys, treat 

ment temperatures and experimental techniques which have 

been used. Several workers have concluded that, stabilis 

ation can be produced by more than one mechanism (3,9,13), 

the controlling one being dependent on the choice of alloy 

and ageing treatment.

Numerous measurements of the activation energy of 

stabilisation have been mads in an attempt to determine the 

controlling mechanism (9,15,IB,20,29, 36,37)  Reported 

values vary between 11,000 cal/ mole ( Ii6 kj/mole) (?9) and 

30,000 cal/mole (125 kJ/raole) (15). Hov.ever, generally the 

method of derivation of these results is either dubious, or 

left unexplained.

Sdmondson (9) has stated th-.t sor/oral estlrr/ tss of the 

activation energy for stabilisation (15,"°»3^) have been 

based on tha equation!-
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  0 = k exp -Eg. (6) 
t RT

where t is the ageing time at temperature T K.

S_ is the activation energy for stabilisation
o

R is the universal gas constant 

and k is a temperature independent constant.

Fitting experimental data to this equation indicated 

that the activation energy varied continuously with ageing 

time and it was concluded that estimates of B 0 made on this
5

basis were therefore meaningless (9)» However, equation 6 

does not appear in any of the three references quotedl 

(15,20,36). Others (2,8) have -also suggested that the 

methods used for the derivation of activation energies in 

earlier work were unsatisfactory and the results misleading. 

The wide variation in reported values would tend to support 

this view. .

Fletcher-et al (36) have derived the activation 

energies for stabilisation (91!- kJ/mole) and martensIte 

tempering (71 kJ/mole) from measurements of length changes in
r

a 1$C, 1.579 Cr, 0.2# V steel-. They concluded that the two 

values were sufficiently different to indicate that the 

tempering of martensite did not control stabilisation of 

co-existing austemte. Hollomon et al (20) have also 

measured the activation energies of stabilisation, tempering 

and torsion.al stress relaxation. The values were found to be 

90 kJ/mole, I*f2 kJ/raole and 9^f kJ/raole respectively. It was 

thought that stabilisation was probably caused by stress 

relaxation of plastically deformed ferrite rathor than the 

tempering of martensite. The relaxation centres responsible 

for stabilisation were thought to be produced by plastic
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flow caused by the austenite to martensite transformation 

and non-uniform thermal contractions. Although the measured 

activation energy for stabilisation was similar to that of 

Fletcher et al (36), comparison between activation energies 

derived for stabilisation, tempering and relaxation is of 

doubtful value in view of the different alloys used (l^C 

1.5$ Cr; 0.95;tC and 1.25$ C plain carbon steels respectively).

Das Gupta and Lement (16) have attempted to explain the 

stabilisation phenomenon on the basis of Cohen's 'Reaction 

Path' theory (39). The model proposes the existence of 

strain embryos which are pre-sent at the austenitising 

temperature in the form of- dislocations or lattice imperfec 

tions and which vary in the extent to which the lattice is 

displaced along the reaction path leading to martensite. : 

On quenching, athermal martensite forms at Mg , because the 

activation energy of the transformation, which decreases 

with decrease" in temperature, is lowered to' below the level 

of the highest energy strain embryos. Mar tensile plates are 

generated on cooling below M , from embryos possessing
v

energies above the activation energy corresponding to the 

temperature at which cooling is stopped. The distribution 

of lower energy embryos is changed by the elastic and 

plastic str.iins produced in the remaining austenite as a 

result of previous martensite transformation. This effect 

ively increases the number of strain embryos at all energy 

levels be lev; the activation energy and tends to stimulate 

further martensite transformation, either isothermally or on 

subsequent cooling. However, if the temperature at which 

cooling is stopped is high enough for relaxation of strain 

embryos to occur, some degree of stabilisation against 

further transformation may be induced. Whether or not
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stabilisation is observed on subsequent cooling depends on 

the extent of decrease of the activation energy with 

temperature. If the activation energy of transformation. 

decreases sharply with temperature, it is possible that 

transformation will appear to continue with decrease in 

temperature in spite of the loss of embryos by relaxation. 

However, with a more gradual decrease in activation energy 

with temperature, stabilisation will be manifest by the lack 

of transformation over a measurable temperature range, until 

the activation energy is decreased below the level of the 

highest energy levels that survived relaxation.

The authors (16) have suggested that relaxation could 

occur? 

1. By a recovery process, similar to that occurring in

cold worked metals prior to recrystallis?.tion, or 

ii. By the diffusion of carbon'to strain embryos. 

The latter mechanism was thought to be more likely, since 

recovery would be expected to occur most rapidly at the 

austenitising temperature. Although carbon diffusivity 

would also be greatest at high temperatures, the driving 

force for diffusion to strain embryos would increase with 

decrease in temperature. Interstitial atoms would assist 

relaxation of strain centres by assuming preferential 

Interstitial lattice sites.

This theory predicts that stabilisation should be 

observed in the absence of martens its, an effect not 

detected by the authors (16). They, therefore suggested th-t 

in the absence of Martensite, stabilisation was minimal and 

that the existence of pre-formad rnartensite was necessary' 

for a measurable effect. 3ince the activity of carbon in
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martensite is greater than that In austenite (at the same 

concentration), the generation of martensite plates and the 

simultaneous formation of strain embryos in their vicinity 

would result in an enhanced diffusion of carbon atoms from 

the edges of martensite plates to strain embryos in the 

adjoining austenite. This is one of the few theories which 

attempts to explain some of the anomalies of the stabilis 

ation phenomenon.

Glover and Smith (8) have divided the possible mechan 

isms of stabilisation into two broad classes: 

i. Processes occurring in the austenite 

ii. Changes in the influence which co-existing martensite

may have on subsequent transformation.

They suggest that whilst a process occurring in the austenite, 

such as carbide precipitation or the formation of carbon 

'atmospheres' on dislocations, can explain stabilisation in 

the absence of martensite it cannot explain the enhancement 

of transformation rate observed at M..,. after partial trans-
ij

formation (in contradiction to Morgan and Ko (l5))»
r

Stabilisation is more probably caused by the removal of the 

ability of pre-formed martensite to stimulate further trans 

formation (8). They proposed that spontaneous plastic 

deformation produced by formation of martensite inhibits 

further transformation. However, if plastic deformation 

occurs then an elastic constraint of the order of the yield 

stress of the deformed matrix must also be present. This 

elastic stress in the vicinity of martensite plates would 

tend to promote further riuc lent ion. Therefore, once 

transformation has begun, its projress is controlled by a 

balance between the inhibiting influence of plastic deform 

ation and the nucleating effect of elastic stresses round
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pre-formed martensite crystals. Stabilisation is held to 

arise from a relaxation of these elastic stresses, which 

removes the favoured sites for nucleation necessitating a 

decrease in temperature to raise the free energy between the 

two phases to a value sufficient for transformation to take 

place in less favoured regions. New sites for favoured 

nucleation would be formed the instant a fresh plate is 

formed at Mg ', and since at this temperature the free energy 

difference would greatly exceed that required for martensite 

formation, the transformation would proceed at an acceler 

ated rate. The relaxation of elastic stresses was thought 

to be caused by volume contraction during the first stage of 

martensite tempering. Since this process is irreversible, 

the theory cannot account for the reversibility observed by 

Edmondson (9) 

The 'growth resistance' model was first proposed by 

Morgan and Ko (1?) and has since been used and adapted by 

others (9jll,23 > 2 1)-) to explain the stabilisation phenomenon. 

The theory waa based on the premise that the progress of 

transformation was partially controlled by the resistance of 

the matrix to the growth of new crystals. The growth of 

martensite nuclei was thought to take place by the movement 

of an interface consisting of a set of fractional dislocations. 

Such movement would bo impeded by the presence of obstacles 

such as other dislocations in the parent austenite. When 

plastic deformation occurred during transform-;tion, more 

dislocations vould be generated in the austenite and 

additional driving force required before further martensite 

could form. This would explain athcr:cal transformation and 

mechanical stabilisation. Thermal stabilisation was thought

to be caused by an increase in growth resistance due to 

the formation of
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carbon clusters at sites within the austenite during slow 

cooling or isothermal holding above or below M0 . The
5

estimated activation energy for stabilisation of 30,000 cal/ 

mole (125 kJ/mol) (15) indicated that the process involved 

was that of carbon diffusion in austenite, although no 

details of the derivation of this value were given.

In steels containing no carbide formers, carbon 

grouping would occur as 'Cottrell 1 atmospheres on disloc 

ations (15). In this case, the required diffusion distance 

would be greater than that between carbon atoms, but less 

than that between dislocations. The calculated distance of 

10 to 10"*5 mm in 100 seconds at 280°C therefore seemed 

reasonable (15). It was further suggested that this mechan 

ism would not result in a permanent loss of martensite, 

since further cooling would increase the driving force 

until transformation re-started." The formation of fresh 

martensite would result in the plastic deformation of the 

surrounding austenite, causing some dislocations to bs moved 

away from their anchoring carbon groups. As long as rapid 

cooling was continued, the released dislocations would 

remain free. Moreover, the lower resistance and increased 

driving force would enable transform-1ion. to proceed at an 

accelerated rate.

At hich ageing temperatures the concentration of 

carbon atoms on dislocations would be lower and therefore 

the maximum degree of stabilisation less (15). Sdmondson 

(9) has shown that although e_, is less at high temparaturas, 

the rate at which the maxi:aurn value is attained increases 

with increase in temperature, due to accelerated carbon 

diffusion. This theory could also account for the revsrs- 

Ibility observed by Sdmondson (9), since the concentration
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of carbon atoms on dislocations would reach an equilibrium 

value characteristic of the final ageing treatment, 

providing that sufficient time was allowed.

Priestner and Glover (11) have supported the 'growth 

resistance 1 theory. They further suggest that the occurrence 

of negative stabilisation in a lo^C steel might be a result 

of actual carbide precipitation on dislocations after 

prolonged treatments at high temperatures. This would 

result in solute depletion of the matrix and a consequent 

raising of Mg ,» Microscopic evidence of such precipitation 

has been observed after ageing at 100°C (11)  Similar 

evidence has been reported by Philibert and Crussard (29).

Later work indicates (23,2*4-) that at 'normal 1 

quenching rates (less than 7,000 deg C/s) complete stabilis 

ation occurs during cooling and a minimum value of M^ is
O

observed. In such instances sufficient tise is available 

above M for the carbon atmospheres at imperfections to 

reach their equilibrium concentration . However, at 

extremely high quench rates (greater than 17,000 deg C/s) 

no carbon is able to segregate to imperfections during 

cooling and consequently strengthening of the parent 

austenite is not achieved* This results in a higher M_
D

value characteristic of austenite with its shear strength 

fixed by alloy composition rather than carbon-segregation. 

At intermediate ouench rates, some degree of segregation 

occurs, but the equilibrium value is not attained. The 

effect of additions of alloying elements could be .explained 

in terms of the way in which they would affect the diffusion 

rate of carbon*

On the basis of activation energy raeaaaremencti, 

Izumiyama (18) has suggested that the various stones of
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stabilisation (fig ^f) are controlled by different mechanisms. 

For 'stage I 1 stabilisation between 0°C and 60°C, the 

activation energy varied from 30,000 cal/mole (125 kJ/mole) 

to 20,000 cal/rnole (S^kJ/mole) as the amount of preformed 

martensite increased from 0 to 100$. This was thought to 

result from elastic interactions between dislocations and 

interstitial atoms in the austenit®. The discrepancy 

between'these values and the proposed activation energy for 

bulk diffusion of carbon in austenite of 3^,000 to 36,000 

cal/mole (lU-2 to IpO kJ/mole) (18) was explained by 'short 

circuit 1 diffusion along dislocations and interfaces. This 

would also explain the decrease of activation energy with 

increase in martens ice content, since transformation would 

increase the density of lattice imperfections, creating new 

paths for short circuit diffusion.

The second and third stages of stabilisation were found 

to have activation energies of'l8,VOO and 18,700 cals/mole 

(77 and 78 kJ/mole) respectively In tha range 70 to 12Q°C. 

The first stage of martensite tempering was thought to be the
r

controlling mechanism in both cases. It was proposed that 

the precipitation of epsilon carbide in the martensite would 

induce stresses due to coherency strains and affect the 

course of subsequent transformation, further ageing however 

would reduce coherency strains and martensite tetragonality 

causing an overageing effect. Stabilisation in carbon-free 

alloys or at sub-zero temperatures was thought to be due to 

an elastic interaction between dislocations and transform 

ation strain similar to work hardening (15). oince triese 

conclusions are based mainly on activation energy measure 

ments , their vOrdity is doubtful.

Woodilla, Winchell and Cohen (17) have derived the
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activation energy for stabilisation from resistance measure 

ments of isothermal transformation. It was suggested that 

the derived value of 15,000^2,000 cal/mole (63 - 8 kJ/mole) 

indicated that the controlling mechanism involved the 

diffusion of carbon in martensite (activation energy 20,100 

cal/mole (88 kJ/mole) (17))rather than in austenite 

(activation energy 3$,000 cal/mole (150 kJ/mole) (I?)). 

Since the activity of carbon in martensite was thought to 

be greater than that at the same concentration in austenite, 

it was suggested that there would be a driving force for 

diffusion towards the austenite. As the diffusion rate of 

carbon in martensite is greater than that in austenite, 

this would lead to a time-temperature dependent build-up 

of interstitial atoms at the martensite-austenite interface 

resulting in immobilisation of the interface. Unfortunately 

these activation energy results are based on a. dubious. 

measure of'stabilisation, involving the calculation of a 

'percent stabilisation 1 , from changes in isothermal trans 

formation rate.

Kinsman and Shyne (2) have developed a semi-quantitative 

theory which explains stabilisation on the basis of carbon 

diffusion from within martensite nuclei to embryo interfaces. 

According to the model the degree of stabilisation is 

related to the excess concentration of interstitial atoms at 

the interface and the time laws of stabilisation and 

interfacial segregation are the sara-a. Two possible geometries 

were considered (fig 11). The first and more m--i the «n tic ally- 

convenient case assumed thit the diffusion ulst-ncoa -./are
f.

small relative to the thickness of martensite embryos. The 

interface was taken as a plane separating regions of 

^ustenite and martensite which extended to infinity away
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from the plane of the interface. The second, more precise, 

model considered the martensite nucleus as a thin planar 

layer sandwiched between two regions of austenite extending 

to infinity on either side. The time and temperature 

dependence of the excess interface concentration or carbon 

was computed for each case from a knowledge of the diffusion 

characteristics of carbon in martensite and austenite. The 

solutions were identical at short ageing times (fig 12), but 

at longer times the first case yielded, a constant value of 

boundary concentration, whereas the second passed through 

a maximum and subsequently decreased. The latter effect is 

due to solute depletion of the embryos as a result of a net 

flux of carbon atoms outwards through the interfaces (fig

13).

The derived time-temperature dependence of intarfaca

saturation, (fig I1*) was found to be similar to that of
-*     ;     

experimentally determined values of 6 at 'low' temperatures 

(figs 15jlo,17). Moreover, features such as reversibility, 

the existence of£~s , stabilisation in the absence of 

martensite and the lack of stabilisation in carbon-free 

alloys could all be explained on the basis of this theory. 

However, at 'high' temperatures the kinetics of stabilisation 

were not in agreement with the proposed theory. Although no 

satisfactory explanation of this was offered, the authors 

indicated that the proposed mechanism was not necessarily 

the only means whereby stabilisation could be produced. It 

was thought that bainite formation during prolong a.-rcins 

at high temper"tures might result in a staoili.v.ition :;.fi'ect 

(2). Isothermal martensite formation during a:;slng might 

also cause stabilisation, since embryos thernally activated. 

during isothermal holding would bo those most energetically
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favoured for athermal activation on subsequent cooling. 

Hence a degree of stabilisation proportional to the amount 

of isothermal martensite would be expected (2).

Whilst the Kinsman and Shyne (2) theory is without 

doubt the most comprehensive attempt to explain the 

stabilisation phenomenon to date, it is not completely 

satisfactory. The derivation of the time-temperature depend 

ence includes the assumptions that 9 is proportional to the 

interface concentration and that the binding energy of 

carbon atoms to the interface is independent of concentration, 

both of which are open to question. Moreover, the model 

makes no allowance for diffusion of carbon atoms along dis 

locations nor for any increase in dislocation density of the 

austenite as transformation proceeds. Finally the model 

does not satisfactorily account for the increase in 0 with 

increase in martensite content.

More recently Sanyal (M-) has observed rapid stabilis 

ation in 2^fo Ni. 0.5»C and 19# Ni. 0.5&C steels at 

temperatures as low as -90°C. Whilst a carbon diffusion 

mechanism was thought to be .capable of explaining many of 

the features observed on ageing at and above room temper 

ature, it could not successfully account for stabilisation 

at such low temperatures. It was suggested that stress 

relaxation in association with carbon diffusion might account 

for the phenomenon. However, the precise mechanism of 

relaxation was not identified. 

2.2. MECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS.

Much of the literature relating to stabilisation has 

included references to the occurrence of deformation and 

relaxation processes in the parent austenite during trans 

formation and stabilisation. However, in general, the
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nature of such mechanisms has not been dealt with in any 

detail. The interaction between martensite transformation 

and deformation will therefore be examined in the following 

sections.

2.2.1. The Effect of Applied Stress on the Martensite 

Transformation.

The influence of applied stress on the martensite 

transformation appears to depend on two main factors. 

i. Whether or not transformation occurs during application

of the stress. 

11. Whether the resulting deformation is plastic or elastic.

Several workers have observed that transformation to 

martensite can be produced during the application of stress 

C^-O,^!,^). Averbach et al (^0) found that specimens which 

were partially transformed to martensite by cooling from the 

austenitising temperature to room temperature, underwent 

further transformation during tensile testing. Specimens 

held at room temperature for 2^ hours prior to deformation 

exhibited a higher resistance towards subsequent deformation 

and transformation than those only held for 30 minutes (i.e. 

a stabilisation effect). The authors (*tO) could detect no 

morphological difference between rnartensito formed by stress 

and that pre-existing in the specimens.

Fiedler et al (M-l) found that in a series of l8# Cr. 

8# Ni steels the amount of martensite produced during 

plastic deformation increased as the plastic strain increased 

and as the temperature of straining decreased. However, 

above a temperature Md (above MS ) deformation did not induce 

transformation. Cina (^2) found that in Fe-Ni-Cr alloys 

less transformation was induced during plastic compression 

than during tensile plastic deformation. The extent of
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transformation increased with the amount of cold work and 

was generally greater at low deformation temperatures. 

However, less transformation could be induced by compression 

at -152°C than at -67°C. It was suggested that compressive 

stresses were less effective in producing transformation 

because- they would oppose the volume expansion accompanying 

transformation and so reduce the effective resolved shear 

stress available for the transformation.

The effect of martensite transformation on mechanical 

properties will be dealt with more fully in section 2.2.3.

Several workers have investigated the influence of 

elastic stresses on the martensite transformation (*t3,Mf ,^5)« 

Kulin et al (^3) found that in an Fe 20$ Ni, 0.5$ C alloy 

both Mg and the burst temperature'M^ were raised by uniaxial 

elastic tensile stresses of the order of 1,000 lbf/in2 

(6.9 MPa). Similar compressive stresses caused an increase 

in M but a decrease,in M, . Hydrostatic compression 

lowered both Mg and M^. Specimens quenched directly from 

the austenltising temperature and cooled just below Mg were 

found to contain more martensite at the centre than round 

the periphery, as a result of residual quenching stresses. 

A stress relief anneal at M-80°C prior to transformation

reduced the M_ from -26UC to -37°C and yielded a much more s
uniform structure. Residual and applied stresses had an 

additive effect on transformation. The authors (^3) 

suggested that shear strains and positive (tensile) normal 

strains acting on a potential habit plane would promote 

transformation whereas compressive normal strains would 

oppose it. Hence, strain energy, being independent of the 

sign of the normal strain could not provide a suitable
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criterion for transformation. Suitable applied stresses 

were thought to promote transformation by supplying 

critical strains to existing embryos.

' Fisher and Turnbull (Mf) have performed a theoretical 

analysis of the influence of applied elastic stress on 

martens ite transformation. By considering the effect of 

stress on the free energy of formation of a martensite plate 

they derived the equation:-

where AM Is the change in M as a result of the applied
O *3

stress.

<S" n and J are the normal and shear stresses

acting on the habit plane.

AV is the volume change associated with the

transformation of unit volume of austenite to

martensite

0 is the martensite shear angle

is the volume free energy change accompanying

transformation in the absence of stress. 

From equation 7 it is evident that positive normal 

strains and shear strains acting on a habit plane will raise 

M , whereas negative (compressive) strains will lower it, in 

agreement, with the proposals of Kulin et al (U-3) . For 

tension and compression. .AMq varies for each possible habit 

plane in the material as the values of O~ n and J m vary. 

Hence the important planes for the initiation of transform 

ation are those on which M_ is either raised the most or
O

depressed the least. The authors (W also suggest that 

residual stresses produced by plastic deformation are 

sufficient to account for its influence In causing trans 

formation above the normal !«! . This theory is in good
O
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agreement with the experimental results of Kulin et al (V3) . 

Patel and. Cohen (*+5) have used a thermodynamic approach 

to develop a theory to account for the influence of elastic 

stress on martensite transformation. The model predicts 

that Mg should be raised by uniaxial compression, raised 

even more by uniaxial tension and lowered by hydrostatic 

compression, in agreement with the results of Kulin et al

(M-3) and Fisher and Turnbull (¥f ) . The raising of M_ bys
compression is qualitatively explained on the basis that the 

resolved shear component of the stress aids transformation 

more effectively than the compress ive normal component 

opposes it.

The effect of prior plastic deformation on subsequent 

martensite transformation reveals much more disagreement in 

the literature.

Fiedler et al (Vl) found that whilst small plastic

strains above ML increased the amount of transformation 

produced at ~196°C, larger plastic strains had the opposite 

effect. In an 18% Cr, 8$ Ni, 0.06^ C steel, the amount of 

martensite produced on quenching to -196°C was greatest for 

specimens given 2 to \% prior strain. After 16$ elongation, 

the austenite vaa completely stable and no transformation 

was produced on cooling to -19o°C. This 'mechanical 

stabilisation 1 effect was thought to occur as a result of 

the distorted or sub-grain structure of the deformed austen 

ite interfering with the propagation of martensite. The 

stimulating effect at lower strains was attributed to the 

formation of strain embryos which act as nuclei and the 

introduction of residual stresses which promote transformation 

by increasing tne free energy of embryos.
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Machlin and Cohen (^6) found that MS increased 

progressively in Fe-Ni-C alloys as the amount of prior 

deformation (by -wire drawing) above M^ increased. However, 

Mfc first increased slightly and subsequently decreased with 

increase in strain. At temperatures below the unstrained 

M^ the deformed specimens always provided less transformation 

than undeformed ones. It was suggested that plastic deform 

ation produced two opposing effects: 

i. an increase in the magnitude of sub-microscopic

internal strains causing a rise in M_.s

ii. sub-division of austenite grains as a result of

inhomogeneous deformation, which gave an effectively 

smaller grain size and smaller martensite plates. 

Such partitioning of the austenite was thought to make 

transformation by bursting more difficult. 

In single crystals (*f6) compressions of 10 to $Qf» 

caused an increase in Mq and M, « However-, when unstrained 

crystals were constrained by mounting in bakelite Mv was 

depressed but M_ remained unaffec-ted. Bokros and Parker
£>

(*f7) have also observed an increase in M^ and a reduction in 

the magnitude of the burst in deformed single crystals of 

Fe-32j£ Ni. A crystal compressed 'j>0fo at one end showed a 

higher M, on cooling than a similar undeformed specimen. 

Moreover, transformation was found to have propagated into 

the undeformed region and was uniform throughout- the 

crystal. Plastic strain at room temperature prior to trans 

formation appeared to greatly simplify the morphology of the 

martensite formed"on cooling. In contrast, Breedis and 

Robertson (^8) have reported that tensile plastic deform 

ation depress-es M on cooling and yields less martensite at



a given temperature in Fe-l6$ Cr, 12% Ni single crystals. 

Martensite plates were found to form across, superimposed on 

and between slip traces in the austenite. This mechanical 

stabilisation of the austenite was thought to be connected 

with the increased yield strength of the deformed lattice.

Feeney (^-9) has conducted a systematic study of the 

effect of tensile plastic deformation at room temperature on 

the martensite transformation in a series of Fe-Ni-C alloys 

containing 0.5$ C and 19,2V,26 and 2.1% Ni. All four alloys 

showed an increase in M^ at low strains of up to 5$. It 

was thought that in such cases two processes were competing: 

i. Internal stress, by aiding the chemical driving force

stimulate transformation of pre-existing embryos 

ii. dislocations produced on yielding interact with the

embryonic peripheral dislocations (5) and restrict

embryo expansion into martensite plates,

At higher strains the 19$ Ni alloy exhibited a decrease 

in M^ with Increasing deformation, whereas M^ in the 2*f and

26$ Ni alloys increased. The M0 of the 27% Ni alloy remained"  
almost constant at high strains. It was suggested that at 

high levels of deformation, new embryos were created which 

initiated transformation at a higher temperature on 

subsequent cooling. In the case of the 19$ Ni material, 

transformation occurred during deformation at room temper 

ature and therefore all of the new, most potent embryos 

were consumed during deformation. The constant value of Mg 

in the 27% Ni alloy could only be explained by assuming 

that new embryos were not created in this material during 

deformation. This may have been connected with the fact . 

that room temperature was above its expected M^ . Except
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in the case of the 27% Ni alloy, deformation reduced the 

Incidence of bursting on subsequent cooling and generally 

retarded the progress of transformation. It was thought 

that this retardation was effected by a reduction in the 

autocatalytic effect and the creation of strain markings 

which impeded plate propagation, partitioned the austenite 

and effectively reduced austenite grain size.

Brownrigg (50) has studied the effect of deformation 

on isothermal transformation in Fe-Ni-Mn alloys. At low 

deformations (less than 5$) the initial transformation rate 

was stimulated, whereas at higher deformations the initial 

transformation rate decreased as the strain increased. 

These observations were explained In a similar manner to 

those of Feeney

More recently Guimaraes and Shyne (51) have found that 

deformation of austenitic Fe-Nl-C alloys by rolling at room 

temperature gave an Increase in M_ on subsequent cooling.
o
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for 50$ deformation and actual depression of Mg (mechanical
¥

stabilisation) only observed at strains above 80$. 

Specimens which were partially transformed at sub-zero 

temperatures and then deformed at room temperature prior to 

re-cooling showed an even greater Increase in Mg'. The 

maximum stimulation however was observed at lower strains 

than for fully austenitic specimens. The higher- the amount 

of pre-formed martensite the less was the amount of cold 

work required for a greater increase in Mg . However, it is 

not clear whether or not any transformation was induced
o

during deformation of the partially austenitic specimens./
The authors (51) suggest that deformation of the austenite 

creates some sort of preferred nucleation sites for
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martensite plates, but consider it unlikely that a 'Kaufman 

and Cohen 1 type nucleus (5) could be created by plastic 

deformation at room temperature. 

2.2.2. The Effect of Deformation on Thermal Stabilisation

Fisher and Turnbull (^f) have postulated that if 

thermal stabilisation occurs as a result of relaxation of 

residual stresses in the austenite, then the phenomenon 

should be more marked in a previously cold worked or 

partially transformed specimen than in an annealed, fully 

austenitic, one. This idea has yet to receive any 

substantial experimental verification.

The only detailed investigation of the effect of de 

formation on thermal stabilisation has been conducted by 

Guimaraes and Shyne (52). Fully austenitic specimens 

subjected to room temperature rolling treatments showed an

increase in M ,.the maximum stimulation being observed in s
the region of 50$ deformation. ' However, when specimens were 

aged at 250°C following deformation, Mg was depressed below 

that for the undeformed' material. The maximum depression of 

M_ was observed in the region of £.5% deformation. Ageing
S

prior to deformation had no apparent effect, indicating that

the depression of M_ was a result of the effect of thes

ageing treatment on the deformed structure. These results 

tend to support Fisher and Turnbull ! s proposal (¥f) but must 

be viewed with some reservation, since it is not clear 

whether or not transformation is produced by deformation 

alone.

Guimaraes and Shyne further showed that specimens

deformed by various amounts and partially transformed to 

martensite by quenching to -71°C prior to ageing at 0°C i 

10 minutes gave a 0 value independent of the amount of
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initial deformation (52). However, deformed specimens 

quenched to a temperature 15 deg. C. below their respective

M temperatures and aged at 0°C gave less stabilisation than s
undeformed specimens and a minimum 9 value after about 25$ 

deformation. The authors concluded that specimens deformed 

to an intermediate extent prior to transformation and 

ageing were least affected by thermal stabilisation and that 

the degree of stabilisation depended mainly on the initial 

quench temperature. However, the relevance of this work is 

also dubious, since it is likely that the initial martensite 

content varied with the amount of deformation imposed. 

2.2.^. The Effect of Martensite Transformation on Mechanical

Properties

It has been shown on several occasions that austenite- 

martensite aggregates can be plastically deformed at 

surprisingly low stresses (53-57)* This phenomenon, 

(commonly termed microplasticity for strains of the order of 

10" ) is generally thought to occur as A result of brans- 

formation of retained austenite to martensite during the
»

application of stress (5^,56,57)  Thus in a .0.3# C, \% Ni, 

0.4$ Mn, 1% Cr steel, having an Mg of 300°C, plastic 

deformation has been produced by stresses as low as 1000 

lbf/in2 (6.9 MPa) (53). However, this effsct was limited tc 

a narrow temperature range of about *tO deg. C. below Mg . 

Magee arid Paxton (5^) using a stress relaxation technique 

have observed a similar effect below Mg (2'-*0 K) in an Fe- 

31$ Ni alloy. The plastic strain was proportional to the 

applied stress up to 30,000 lbf/in2 (20? MPa) and good
C

correlation was found between raicroplasticity and the amount 

of isothermal martensite produced during stressing. However, 

a similar microplastic response at higher temperatures (i.e.
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100 deg. C, above M ) in the absence of stress-induced 

martensite was thought to be due to interaction between 

applied and internal stresses (5*+, 56). McEvily et al (55) 

have observed microplasticity below room temperature at 

stresses of 10,000 lbf/in2 (69 MPa) in a series of Fe-Ni-C alloys 

(55). It was initially suggested that the plasticity was a 

result of easy dislocation movement in freshly formed 

martensite (55)  However, later work indicated that the 

phenomenon was caused by stress-induced isothermal trans 

formation to martensite (57)«

It seems, that martensite transformation can be regarded 

as a mode of deformation which competes with slip when 

external stresses are applied to the parent phase ( If3, 1+5j5i-t-). 

The shear stress required to activate martensite trans 

formation decreases with decrease in temperature (and is 

zero at Mg ) whereas that required to initiate yielding by 

slip increases with 'decrease in temperature (^-5)« Hence 

near MQ , applied stress is likely to cause transformation
*3

rather than slip.

Magee and Paxton (5*+) have observed a thermal stabilis 

ation effect on the magnitude of the microplastic response 

(fig 18). Specimens containing 0.002^ C, quenched to 200 K, 

aged at temperatures above 3°° K and subsequently tested at 

200 K showed a decrease in microplasticity with increase in 

ageing temperature and time* The amount of stress-induced 

martensite produced, similarly decreased. However in similar 

specimens containing titanium (added to remove carbon from 

solid solution) the inicroplastic response and the amount oi" 

stress-induced transformation remained constant at various 

ageing temperatures and times. It was therefore suggested 

that this stabilisation effect was only produced in the
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presence of free carbon. It is interesting to note that 

although the addition of titanium results.in a general 

increase in the amount of martensite produced during 

stressing (i.e. a decrease in stabilisation), a similar 

increase in the amount of microplasticity is not observed.

At higher strains, transformation to martensite 

during deformation appears to result in increased resistance 

to deformation (^3»58)o Formation of martensite during 

conventional tensile testing results in an increase of work 

hardening over and above that which would be produced by 

normal slip processes in the aus,tenite(V3). The room temp 

erature. creep rate of austenitic stainless steels is 

markedly reduced when transformation to martensite occurs 

during deformation (58). <

Boiling and Richman (59-61) have investigated the inter 

action between stress, deformation and martensite transform 

ation in'a'series of Fe-Ni-C alloys with Ni" contents in the 

range 16-1+9$ and G in the range 0.03 - 0.96/2. By means of

'systematic temperature change tests' (59) on single
* <s~

specimens they found that below a temperature M (above thes

unstrained M_) the flow stress decreased with decrease in
O

temperature as a result of martensite transformation during 

deformation. Since this parameter v.'as relatively 

independent of thermo-mechanical history (i.e. strain, 

straining temperature and prior martensite content) it was 

suggested that it was a characteristic property of the 

metastable austenite.

A basic difference was observed between the behaviour 

of ferromagnetic (greater than 28/t Ni) and paramagnetic (less 

than 25# Ni) alloys.

In ferromagnetic alloys (i.e. the Curie temperature,



0 , above room temperature) transformation to inartensite 

during straining was only observed below M^, which was 

generally less than 20 deg. C. above the unstrained M,,.
o

Hence this region of 'stress aided transformation' was 

restricted to a narrow temperature interval above M_. The
o

variation of flow stress with temperature was reversible in 

spite of martensite formation at low temperatures. Although 

there was evidence of transformation under stress at

temperatures above QC , no transformation could be produced
g- 

by stressing in the ferromagnetic region between M and Q .
5 C

Ferromagnetism was therefore thought to inhibit martensite

transformation. '  

Martensite transformation could be produced in para 

magnetic alloys both above and below M*T(60,6l). Indeed, in
5

contrast to the ferromagnetics, martensite' could be produced 

by applied stress at least 100 deg. C. above the unstrained 

M . A distinction was drawn between 'stress aided transform-
S

ation 1 below M5~and 'transformation aided plasticity 1 above s
M^l Whereas in the 'stress aided transformation' region, 

the flow stress decreased with decrease in temperature, 

during 'transformation aided plasticity 1 flow stress 

decreased with increase in temperature in spite of martensite 

transformation. It was thought that on straining at
/ff*

temperatures above M the applied stress would be equal to 

or slightly less than that for slip and that the external 

system would provide most of the energy for plastic 

accommodation of the martensite. However, below Mg the 

chemical driving force for martensite transformation, which 

increased with decrease in temperature, achieved a magnitude 

sufficient to lower the applied stress necessary tn initiate 

transformation. Thus with decrease in temperature, moro and



more work of accommodation was not furnished by the external 

system and the applied stress for deformation became smaller.

Different responses to variations in strain rate were 

also observed in the two types of alloys (60). 

2.2.*f. Creep, and Stress Relaxation at Low Temperature

Although creep deformation is commonly associated with 

high temperatures (i.e. above 0.5 Tm , where T is the 

melting point of the metal in K) the phenomenon has been 

reported at surprisingly low temperatures (58,62,63).

Castro et al (58) have observed logarithmic creep in 

austenitic steels at room temperature at stresses above and 

below the normal flow stress. Others have reported creep 

deformation at sub-zero temperatures (62,63) in Cd,Al,Cu,Ni, 

Mg and Zn. Extensions of a few tenths of a percent have 

been observed during the first few minutes of creep tests on 

cadmium single crystals ab liquid helium temperature (62). 

Moreover, creep rate's at U-.2 K and 1.2 K were Similar and 

very much greater than .those predicted by normal thermal 

activation theories. A mechanism involving a quantum-
*

mechanical tunnel effect has been suggested (62), whereby 

there would always be a finite possibility that a dislocation 

might overcome a barrier. Calculations indicated that 

contributions due to tunnelling and thermal activation would 

be similar at 1 K (62).

Garofolo (63) has reviewed the literature relating to 

low temperature creep in some detail. In general at small 

strains, the creep strain £. follows a time law of the form: 

<^T = c^-in t + C (8)

where t is the creep time

C are time Independent constants.



At low temperatures (below O.V6 Tm) it seems unlikely 

that creep is controlled by the self diffusion mechanism 

commonly observed at higher temperatures (6V). If the creep 

rate, /at» is governed by a thermally activated process 

such that:

dE = A exp -AHC (9) 
dt jjjr-

where ^HC is the activation energy for creep, 

mechanisms requiring low activation energies will be favoured 

at low temperatures.

On the basis of theoretical considerations and experi 

mental observations, three thermally activated mechanisms 

have been proposed to control low temperature creep (63)

i. cross slip

ii. intersection of dislocations

iii. lattice friction arising-from the s Peierls force'

Comparison between theoretical calculations of activation 

energy on the basis of these theories and experimentally 

derived values give reasonable agreement for:

Al at room temperature (cros-s slip)

Al in the range 77 to 160 K and Mg at 300 K (dislocation

intersection)

Cu at 90 K (lattice friction)

The precise nature of a stress relaxation mechanism 

which may influence martensite transform?tion in steels at 

low temperatures is uncertain. However, 3 any a 1 (*+) has 

suggested that a lattice friction mechanism is most likely 

to operate in view of its low activation energy requirements.

Garofolo has noted the similarity between logarithmic 

creep and stress relaxation (65). During stress relaxation, 

small elastic strains are converted to plastic strains and



hence only very small deformations are encountered. The 

tensile stress ^~, relaxes logarithmically with time and is 

given by:

<S- = «s^ - ^ in (1 + )S t) (10) 

where C£ is the stress at the instant relaxation begins

<><L and Jr* are constants

and t is the relaxation time.

Copper, <K~-brasses, cK*liron (in the range 77 to 358 K) 

and magnesium and an Al-Cu alloy (at 298 K) have been found 

to obey this equation (65).

From equation (10), substituting

ft - S PO =<ss -*  ' (ID
£

where <Z is the plastic strain at the instant relaxa-
PO 

tion begins and cfr is the plastic strain when the stress has

fallen to a value  S"~,

then £" = ^ . +°Cr In CL+Yi t) . (12)
P P0 E ' r 

Hence logarithmic creep seems to be satisfied. However

since relaxation occurs under conditions of decreasing stress 

it cannot be equivalent to the no'rmal creep equation. None 

theless it has been found elsewhere that results derived 

from stress relaxation and creep tests are essentially 

similar at low strains



CHAPTER ^

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 

The Choice of Technique

The martensite transformation can only be followed 

during continuous cooling by means of an indirect technique 

(section 2.1.1.). Of the possible techniques (i.e. saturation 

magnetic intensity, resistance or dilatation measurements) 

an electrical resistance measurement technique was used for 

the following reasons. 

a. Wire specimens could be quickly transferred from one

isothermal ageing bath to another. Moreover, since the
 *

diameter of such specimens was small, the time taken to 

reach the bath temperature was minimised. 

b. The technique was comparatively insensitive to mechanical

vibrations and movement of the specimen. 

c. The importance of using a continuous technique in 

situations in which martensite is likely to form in 

'bursts' of transformation has been demonstrated by 

Thornburg et al. (66). Burst transformation had been 

reported previously in ,the alloys under study and an 

A.C. autobalance bridge was found to provide quick, 

accurate and continuous measurements of resistance. CM-) . 

3.2. Alloy Preparation

The 'SI 1 Fe 2U# Ni 0.#?C and 'S2' Fe 19;t Ni 0.5#C 

alloys were received from a previous worker (V) in the form 

of 13 mm diameter extruded bar.

The 'Wl 1 Fe 19# Ni Q.5?iC and «W2' Fe 3<$ Ni alloys were 

melted under vacuum in a Birlec induction furnace 'from 

Japanese electrolytic iron and high-purity nickel shot, with 

an addition of high-purity electrode graphite in the case of 

the 'Wl' alloy. The metal was teemed at 1,550°C under a



positive pressure of argon to give 10 kg, 76 mm diameter 

ingots. After removal, of the piped region, the ingots -were 

machined to 73 mm diameter extrusion slugs, preheated to 

1200°C and extruded to 13 mm diameter bar in a Fielding 

vertical extrusion press. Samples were taken from each end 

of the bars for segregation analysis. 

3.3. Specimen Preparation

The 13 mm diameter bars of all four alloys were 

machined to 10 mm diameter in 125 mm lengths and sealed off 

in silica capsules evacuated to a pressure of 10~^b and 

filled with argon to a pressure of 0.3 b. The bars were then 

homogenised for 3 days at 1200°C, quenched and machined to 

7 mm diameter. At this stage turnings were taken for analysis 

(Table 1). The bars were finally cold swaged in severs! 

stages to 1.3 mm diameter wire (Appendix 1). In order to 

prevent surface flaking of the wires, it was necessary to 

use several intermediate annealing treatments during the 

progress of the working schedule. Intermediate anneals were 

performed at 1000°C in silica capsules filled to a pressure 

of 0.3 b with argon and the surface layers of the bars 

subsequently removed by machining or dissolution in a 

solution consisting of 1 part hydrofluoric acid, *f parts 

nitric acid and 5 parts water.

Specimens for resistance measurements were made by spot- 

welding four short nickel wire terminals on to M-5 mm lengths 

of the 1.3 mm diameter wire; two terminals at each end. 

Stress relaxation specimens were cut from the same wires, 

but were 70 mm in length and cut from the straightest parts 

of the wires. When resistance measurements were to bo made 

on stress relaxation specimens, two short nickel wire 

terminals were spot-welded on to the 70 mm specimens about



10mm either side of their mid-point.

Specimens were austenitised in argon-filled silica 

capsules at 1000°C for 30 minutes for the Fe-Ni-C alloys and 

at 850°C for 20 minutes for the 30$ Ni alloy. The specimens 

were then water quenched without breaking the capsules and 

subsequently given a stress-relief anneal at ^-50°C for 30 

minutes as in previous work (^,^3,50). Finally, the 

specimens were electropo.lished for 1 minute at a potential 

of 60V (D.C.) in a solution of 5$ perchloric acid in glacial 

acetic acid.

Since the carbon content of the 30^ Ni alloy proved to 

be higher than expected (Table 1) a batch of 2.5mm diameter 

wires of this alloy was decarburised at 1100°C for 3 days in 

an atmosphere of wet hydrogen. These specimens were 

subsequently given the same thermal and mechanical treatment 

as the other 30$ Ni specimens. - 

3.** Resistance Measurements

The four short nickel wires on the resistance specimens 

were spot-welded to longer nicke], wires attached to a wooden 

connector board, into which the 'banana' plugs from the 

resistance bridge input could be connected.

The instrument used for the measurement of resistance 

was a Wayne Kerr Direct-reading Universal Autobalance (A.C) 

Bridge 86^1, (Plate 1) in conjunction with the Low Impedence 

Adaptor Q221A, necessary for accurate measurement of low 

resistances. The instrument uses a four terminal measurement 

technique, the two outer terminals applying a constant A.C. 

and the inner leads being used to measure the potential drop 

across the specimen. The technique has the advantage that 

the resistance of the external leads la not included in the 

measured resi-stance. The working principles of the apparatus



have been described in detail elsewhere (M-) and will not be 

discussed further. The makers claim the error in the 

measurement of resistances in the range 0 to 0.1 Q. to be 

'insignificant'; this was verified by measurements on 

standard resistances.

With the low impedence adaptor connected, the value of 

the unknown resistance could be directly obtained from the 

'G 1 (conductance) meter readings by multiplying by the 

appropriate factor. Integral readings in milliohms appeared 

on a digital display and the associated fractional part was 

shown on the 'G 1 meter. The 'G 1 meter readings were fed via
\

the proportional output terminals to a recorder such that an 

output of"100 mV corresponded to a full scale deflection on 

the meter.

Two recorders were used to plot resistance changes. A 

Philips X-Y Recorder Type 2220 was used to plot resistance 

against temperature during continuous cooling and a 

Servoscribe R.E 511 X-time chart recorder tc monitor 

resistance changes during quenching and isothermal ageing.
r

On both recorders, the full-width of the chart corresponded 

to a change in resistance of 1 m$2.

The resistance of specimens was measured prior to 

transformation at 0°C. Specimens were then quenched to the 

quenching temperature T and up-quenched to the ageing 

temperature T , whilst resistance changes were being 

monitored against time on the Servoscribe recorder. For 

continuous cooling after ageing, the bridge output was fed 

into one channel of the Philips X-Y recorder, the other 

channel of which was driven by the output of a chromol- 

alumel thermocouple attached to the specimen. The specimen 

was then re-quenched to T and continuous cooling stsrted



immediately. At the end of a test, the resistance of the 

specimen was measured once again at 0°C. 

3.5 Low Temperature Baths.

All quenching and ageing treatments were conducted at 

or below -35°C. Temperatures above -78°C were maintained by 

adding 'powdered solid carbon dioxide to a four litre Dewar 

flask containing methyl-cyclohexane. Mechanical stirrers 

were employed to keep temperature gradients to a minimum. 

Temperatures between -78°C and -100°C were attained by 

adding liquid nitrogen to the bath of methyl-cyclohexane. 

Below -100°C the viscosity of methyl-cyclohexane became
t

too great to allow efficient stirring and isopentane was used 

in the.bath, Excess solid carbon dioxide in a bath of 

methyl-cyclohexahe.was used to maintain a constant temperature 

during prolonged ageing treatments at -78°C. The baths 

could be maintained to within -Ideg. C of the required 

isothermal' treatment temperature for periods of several 

hours by making small additions of liquid nitrogen or solid 

carbon dioxide.
v

3.6. Continuous Cooling,

Continuous cooling was performed in a second Dewar 

flask containing methyl-cyclohexane or isopentane. Cooling 

was effected by passing nitrogen gas through a copper coil 

immersed in liquid nitrogen via reinforced plastic tubing 

through a similar coil immersed in the cooling bath. There 

was sufficient space inside the coil to accommodate the 

specimen and stirrer. By varying the flow rate of the 

refrigerated gas and the level of liquid in the bath, it 

was possible to control the rate of cooling to 7 deg C/min. 

With rapid stirring the temperature fluctuations in the bath 

during cooling could be kept to less than - 0.5 deg. C.



Since the specimens were always quenched back to T 

prior to continuous cooling, it was usually convenient to 

use the continuous cooling bath for the initial quenching

treatment. Hence specimens were quenched to T , aged at T
q a

in the ageing bath, requenched to T in the continuous

cooling bath and immediately cooled. If T and T were theq a
same, only the continuous cooling bath was used, 

3,7 Temperature Measurement*

Two thermocouples were employed to measure sub-zero 

temperatures. A copper/constantan thermocouple was used to 

measure the temperature of quenching and ageing baths prior 

to treatment and a 36 s.w.g. chrome1/alumel thermocouple to 

measure actual temperatures during ageing and continuous 

cooling. The copper/constantan thermocouple was checked 

at liquid nitrogen and solid carbon dioxide temperatures and 

found to obey the standard calibration curve. The chrome!/ 

alumel thermocouple differed from the standard tables and 

was therefore re-calibrated against copper/constantan. The 

resulting temperature vs. E.M.F relationship is shown in 

Figure 19.

The junction of the chrome1/alumel thermocouple was 

held in contact with the specimen surface by the tension of 

the thermocouple wires attached to the connector board. The 

output of the thermocouple was recorded on the X channel of 

the Philips X-Y recorder,

Ice cold-junctions and compensating leads were used in 

conjunction with both thermocouples. The E.M.F. from the 

copper/constantan s thermocouple was measured on a Cambridge 

Potentiometer type ^228 together with a Tinsley Spot 

Galvanometer type SR*f A5*
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3.8 Stress Relaxation Tests

Stress relaxation tests were performed on 1.3mm diameter 

Fe-Ni-C specimens at -78°C on an Instron Model TT-CM-L 

testing machine.

The machine was modified so that tests could be performed 

in a low-temperature bath below the moving crosshead. For 

this purpose a tripod was constructed from three 13 mm 

diameter bars of a low expansion alloy (Nilo 36) and two 

13mm thick steel plates. This was bolted below the cross- 

head of the machine and a tie bar of the low expansion alloy 

passed through the crosshead and connected to the load cell 

at the top of the machine (fig 20). Once in position, the 

specimen could be strained by lowering the moving crosshead*

The 1.3mm diameter wire specimens were used in order,to 

provide as direct a comparison as possible, with the 

conditions under which 8 values were measured. The specimens 

were held in .pin chucks which had 13mm diameter ball 

bearings brazed, on the ends. The ball bearings fitted into 

sockets in the bottom of the tripod and at the end of the 

central tie bar, providing self a'ligning swivel joints which 

prevented bending of the specimen during testing. The 

specimens themselves were 70mm in length, although all but 

the centre 20mm was held inside the pin chucks. The 20mm 

gaugs length was set between the faces of the pin chucks with 

a gauge block and the chucks tightened v?ith spanners.

Ageing and quenching was performed in a four-litre 

Dewar flask containing methyl-cyclohsxanc and excess solid 

carbon dioxide. During ageing the bath was agitated with a 

mechanical stirrer. This was turned off prior to the 

application of stress to prevent interference from mechanical 

vibrations.
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Before each test the tripod and tie bar were pre-cooled 

to -78°C by immersion in the isothermal bath for 15 minutes. 

The bath was then lowered, the specimen with pin chucks 

attached put into position and the bath raised to quench the 

specimen and pin chucks to -78°C. After the required ageing 

time at" -78°C the stlrrer was switched off and the crosshead 

lowered to strain the specimen whilst in the bath. The 

crosshead was stopped at a pre-determined load and the 

subsequent drop in load at constant strain recorded against 

time as the specimen relaxed. One minute after the applic 

ation of maximum load, the specimen was unloaded and 

removed from the apparatus.

As wide a range of maximum stresses as possible was 

investigated, the maximum load occurring at about QQ% of full 

scale deflection on scales of 100N, 200N, 500N and 1000N 

and the crosshead speed being selected so that the load was 

applied in 3 to 9 seconds.

The stress drop in one minute was taken as the standard 

measure of relaxation to facilitate comparison between 

specimens subjected to various prior ageing times at -78°C. 

A one minute relaxation time was experimentally convenient, 

since the bath temperature remained constant throughout 

this period; the technique being extremely sensitive to 

changes in temperature. However, specimens of high strength 

steel and Nimonic alloys tested at room temperature and 

-78°C indicated that part of the load drop was attributable 

to relaxation of the testing machine and grips. The 

relaxation from this source remained constant for a. r/ivan 

applied load and was offset by subtracting a constant load 

drop from the results at each load after the one minute 

relaxation period. This load drop was determined for each
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maximum load by performing periodic relaxation tests on 

'blank' specimens during the course of testing.

Resistance measurements were made during stress relax 

ation tests in order to determine the amount of martensite 

transformation produced by the treatment. The specimens used 

for s.uch tests had two short nickel terminal wires spot- 

welded on prior to austenitising and electropolishing. 

These connections were used as the potential terminals for 

resistance measurement, the current supply leads being 

screwed directly on to the pin chucks. Resistance changes 

during ageing,, loading, relaxation and unloading were 

followed on the Servoscribe recorder.

The total change in martensite content during the 

stressing and relaxation periods was calculated for each : 

specimen from the resistance under zero stress, before and 

after the stressing treatment. .   .
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CHAPTER tf 

THE EVALUATION 0? P3RCSNT TRANSFORMATION

FROM RESISTANCE MSASUREM3NT3 

M-.l. Resistance Changes Produced by Transformation

Radcliffe and Hollas on (67) have demonstrated that some 

physical properties of polyphase mixtures (i.e. resistivity, 

density, permeability and permittivity) can be calculated 

from a knowledge of the appropriate property for the pure 

constituents.

They proposed the empirical equation:-

Ek = ^ Qi E* (13)
 f* V\

where the i constituent occupies a fraction, Q. of 

the total volume, (i.eoS-6^ = 1), the value of the 

particular property for the pure constituent is S., that for 

the mixture is E and k is a constant where 1^> k^ -1.

Expressing E terms as exponentials, assuming k to be 

small and expanding as a series gives i-

In S = ^ Pj_ in Ei (1*0

Applying this to resistivity measurements on a two
r

phase mixture of martensite 'and austenite:-

In p = (1-x) In py + x In p^ (15) 

where p is the resistivity of the mixture 

py is the resistivity of austenite 

Pgf is the resistivity of martensite 

and x is the volume fraction of martensite in the

mixture. 

Hence at a given temperature:

x = constant . In p y Cl6)

P
Assuming the volume and length changes caused by transform 

ation to have a negligible effect on the resistance of wire



specimens:

Martensite % = K . In R^ (17)
R 

where R y and R are the resistances before and after

. transformation respectively and K is a constant at a 

given temperature.Figure 21 demonstrates that 

In Rjf /R at 0°C is linearly related to percent 

martensite up to at least 75% transformation in the 

Fe-Ni-C alloys.

Transformation to martensite has generally been found 

to cause a decrease in resistance (3,^,17,29,5^,66,68)0

However, in certain alloys a resistance increase has 

been reported (^1,66,69,70). Equation 17 should apply in 

either case, since a change from resistance increase to 

resistance decrease would simply change the sign and 

magnitude of the constant K.

Since K is a function of temperature (70), for equation 

17 to be'useful over a range of temperature's, its temperature 

dependence must be known. Moreover, at temperatures below

M_. it is necessary to be able to estimate the resistance of s'
9

the pure austenite at the temperature in question in the

absence of transformation*

*f.2. The Temperature Dependence of Resistance

It has been demonstrated (71) that the resistance of 

wire specimens varies with temperature according to the 

equation:-

RT = R0 (1 + AT + BT2 } (18) 

where RT is the resistance at temperature T°C,

R is the resistance at a reference temperature

(e.g. 0°C)f A and B are constants, and no phase

change occurs during heating or cooling.

To test the validity of equation 18 several fully
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austenitic specimens of each alloy were continuously cooled 

from 90°C down to just above Mg and the resistance recorded 

against temperature. In the Fe-Ni-C alloys the resistance 

decreased continuously with decrease in temperature through 

out the temperature range investigated, in good agreement 

with equation 18.

The precise relationship obtained for the 2lt$ Ni alloy 

was:-

RT = RQ (1 + 9.98 x lO"*1" T - 5.7 x 10~7 T2 ) ( 19 ) 

The value of the constant, B, for the 19$ Ni alloy was 

vanishingly small and the relationship found to be linear. 

Hences-

RT = RQ (1 + 1.27 x 10~3 T) (20) 

The situation was more complex for the 30$ Ni alloy. 

since between 32°C and 10°C the resistance increased rapidly 

with decrease in temperature (Fig 22). Reheating to above 

32°C showed that the resistance change was completely 

reversible* Below 32°C' the resistance of the austenit-e 

became comparatively unstable and, sensitive to movement of 

the specimen. A similar effect reported in Fe 30$ Ni alloys 

containing 0 to 3A$ Cobalt (72) has been attributed to a 

magnetic change in the austenlte. Since others (6l) have 

found the Curie temperature in a Fe 30$ Ni alloy to be in 

the region of 5Q°Cj this suggestion would seem plausible.

In spite of this difficulty, in the range 10°C to -20°C 

the resistance of the 30$ Ni alloy was found to decrease 

linearly with decrease in temperature according to the 

equation:-

RT = RQ (1 + 2.2 x 10"3 T) (21) 

However, in view of the much more limited temperature 

range and the relatively poor stability of resistance,
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extrapolations made for this alloy would not be expected to 

be as accurate as those for the Fe-Ni-C alloys. 

*f.3« The Temperature Dependence of K

In order to determine values of the constant K in 

equation 17 a series of specimens of each alloy was quenched 

to produce a range of niartensite contents and the resistance 

of each specimen measured over a range of temperature above

T , in the absence of further transformation. Values of 

resistance and temperature for each specimen fitted to 

equation 18 showed that the resistance increased linearly 

with increase in temperature. The specimens were subsequently 

mounted in plastic, electropolished as in section 3.3. and 

point counted to determine the fraction transformed. At 

least 1200 points were counted oh each specimen at a 

magnification of 1000 times.

With a knowledge of the temperature dependence of 

resistance, for a specimen in the fully .austenitic condition 

and when transformed to a known fraction of martensite,

values of K could be calculated over a range of temperature 

from equation 17* Figure 23 show's the variation of K with 

temperature for the three alloys. It is apparent that in 

all cases K increases with increase in temperature. 

M-A. The Reproducibilitv of Percent Martensite Calculations

To check the reproducibility of the technique, the 

resistance of several specimens of each alloy was measured 

at 0°C prior to quenching to various temperatures below Mg . 

The resistance of the partially transformed specimen was 

measured at the sub-zero quenching temperature, the specimen 

immediately up-quenched and its resistance measured again at 

0°C. The fraction transformed was then calculated using
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equation 17 from:-

a. the actual resistance and value of K at 0°C before 

and after transformation.

b. the resistance measured at the quenching temperature, 

the resistance of the austenite extrapolated to 

that temperature using equation 19, 20 or 21 and 

the corresponding value of K.

Values of percent martensite calculated for each 

specimen by both methods were within 1$ martensite in all 

cases. This procedure was subsequently used to provide a 

check on the martensite content of all specimens. (Appendix 

2).

In all cases a change in resistance of 0,OQ5 m£X 

could be detected by the technique employed. The sensitivity 

in terms of the change in martensite content was dependent 

on the initial resistance of the specimens used. For the 

^mm specimens used for the determination of 9 values a 

change in marbenslte content of about 0.07$ could be 

detected. However in the shorter specimens used for stress 

relaxation tests the sensitivity was reduced to changes of 

0.1J$ martensite. These sensitivities could only be 

maintained when the temperature was held constant. In 

practice temperature variations in the ageing bath reduced 

the sensitivity, particularly during prolonged ageing.
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CHAPTER 5 

PRELIMINARY WORK

5.1. Metallographic Examination

All the materials used in this work were found to be 

fully austenitic at room temperature after austenitisation 

except -the '32', 19$ Ni alloy, which contained a small 

fraction of martensite. A similar melt with a slightly 

higher carbon content, 'Wl 1 , was therefore prepared. Work 

involving the use of the '32', 19$ Ni alloy will be clearly 

denoted as such. In all other cases tests were performed on 

the 'Wl 1 , 19$ Ni alloy.

Typical microstructures of the partially transformed 

alloys are shown in Plates 2 and 3»

5.2. Resistance Changes in the Austenite During Ageing!;

A series of specimens of the 19$ Ni, 24-$ Ni and 30$ Ni 

alloys were austenltised and aged at room temperature for 

3 months.- .-No..change, of resistance indicative of decompos 

ition of the austenite was observed during this periods 

Metallographic examination also revealed no evidence of 

austenite decomposition. Sanyal j[*f) has performed similar 

tests on austenitic specimens at 295 & and found no change 

in resistance after more than 1,000 hours. 

5.3. The Fe-Ni-C alloys. 

5.3.1. The Initial Quenching; Treatment

Quenching of the Fe-Ni-C alloys to temperatures in the 

range -60°C to -100°C produced an initial burst of trans 

formation to martensite, followed by an isothermal 'tail 1 on 

holding at the quenching temperature.

Specimens generally reached bath temperature in less 

than 6 seconds. However, in view of the time taken to 

balance the resistance bridge it was not possible to estimate
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with certainty the extent of any isothermal transformation 

occurring when the quench temperature was first attained. 

It was therefore decided to allow a standard time of 10 

seconds from entering the quench bath for the specimens to 

reach equilibrium and for balancing of the bridge. The 

martensite formed in this period was attributed to burst and 

athermal modes. Any martensite which formed after this 

period was taken to be the isothermal 'tail 1 . Whilst this 

approach may have overestimated the true extent of the burst 

transformation, it appeared to provide a satisfactory means 

of comparing the progress of isothermal transformation at 

various temperatures.

Figure 2*f shows the variation of the total percent 

martensite (including the isothermal 'tail') with the 

quenching temperature. It is evident that the fraction 

transformed increased as the quenching temperature was 

decreased.. Martensite contents of specimens of the same 

alloy, quenched to the same temperature were reproducible to 

within - 3$» The reproducibility improved in specimens 

containing more than about 60$ ma'rtensite. For the purposes 

of 0 determinations, the martensite content of specimens 

subjected to the same quenching treatment was held constant 

to within - 2%. The few specimens whose martensite contents 

fell outside this range were not considered further.

The size of the isothermal 'tail' increased as the 

quenching temperature decreased (figs 25-27). Thus the 2U# 

Ni alloy showed no isothermal 'tail 1 when quenched to -60°C, 

whereas at -100°C a 'tail' of about 1.3;' martensite was 

evident (fig 26). Similarly in the 19/1 Ni alloy, a 'tail' 

of about 0.3/i at -60°C was increased to over ^% martensite 

at a quenching temperature of -100°C (fig 27). As the size
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of the 'tail 1 increased its duration increased; both the 

size and duration were less in the 2^% Ni alloy than the 19^ 

Nl alloy at a given quenching temperature.

In many cases, specimens were quenched to a low temper 

ature to give a constant martensite content and subsequently 

aged at a higher temperature. It is evident from Figures 26 

and 27 that variation of the time for which the specimen was 

held at the quenching temperature resulted in the formation 

of different amounts of isothermal martensite prior to up- 

quenching. Moreover, specimens quenched for a standard time 

of (say) 90 seconds, to different temperatures would be 

transforming at different rates at the end of that time. It 

might be expected that interruption of the isothermal 'tail 1 

would influence the subsequent transformation. Consequently 

a variety of quenching times were used at each quenching 

temperature, prior to ageing for various times at a higher 

ageing temperature. 

5.^.2. Resistance Changes During Ageing

The accuracy with which changes in martensite content 

could be determined during quenching and ageing was dependent 

mainly on temperature fluctuations in the isothermal baths. 

In view of the relatively short quenching times used (i.e. 

up to 10 minutes) the temperature of the quenching bath 

remained essentially constant during the quenching treatment, 

However, since the times at the ageing temperature were 

generally longer, additions of solid carbon dioxide or 

liquid nitrogen were made to the baths during ageing to off 

set heat gain from the surroundings. This technique caused 

fluctuations in the bath temperature of up to - 1 deg C for 

prolonged agoing treatments. Consequently, whilst changes in 

resistance caused by temperature fluctuations during the
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quenching treatment were small, those during prolonged 

ageing were considerably larger, often amounting to apparent 

changes in martensite content as large as - 0.3$. Thus 

chaiges in martensite content of up to - 0.3$ during 

prolonged ageing may not have been detected.

Within these limits, the resistance of specimens 

generally remained constant during ageing and any changes 

could be attributed to changes in temperature. However in a 

few instances, some evidence of a decrease in resistance was 

observed in specimens of the 19$ Ni alloy quenched to -88°C 

and aged at -78°C. These changes were unfortunately not 

reproducible.

Specimens of the 2^-$ Ni alloy aged at -VO°C showed 

definite evidence of an increase in resistance during 

ageing. Such increases have been attributed to ageing 

processes within the martensite. (V, 68). Similar, but-much 

larger changes in resistance were observed in specimens aged 

at 0°C (fig 28). The resistance increase in the 2M-£ Mi alloy 

was larger than that in the 19$ Ni alloy in spite of the
v

higher fraction transformed 'in the latter. 

5. W Determination of Q values

The measure of stabilisation 0, was taken to be the 

difference between the quenching temperature !  and the
*

temperature at which transformation recommenced on contin 

uous cooling, M |. The accuracy with which M_, could be 

determined from plots of resistance against temperature 

during continuous cooling was partly dependent on the rate 

at which transformation recomonced. In most cases, Q could
O

be determined to within -0.5 £eg C. However, in the 

presence of high prior martensite contents in the 19$ Ni. 

alloy quenched to -88°C, transformation recommenced very
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slowly at M_, and 0 could only be determined with an s
accuracy of - 1.5 deg C. The recommencement of transformation 

in specimens of this alloy quenched to -100°C was sc- slow 

as to make meaningful determination of 0 impossible.

Values of 0 after a variety of quenching and ageing 

treatments have been plotted against the total sub-zero 

treatment time, which includes both quenching and ageing and 

will henceforth be called 'treatment time 1 . 

5.1.**. Room Temperature Tensile Tests

Room temperature tensile tests performed on 1.3mm 

diameter wire specimens of the Fe-Ni-C alloys in the fully 

austenitic condition indicated that the flow stress of the 

2^% Ni and 19# Nl alloys occurred at 199 MPa and 186 MPa 

respectively (in good agreement with the results of Feeney 

(*f9))« The elastic limit was well defined and the subsequent 

load/elongation curve exhibited serrated flow ns has been 

reported elsewhere (-73??1*-)* The electrical resistance of 

the specimens increased progressively with increase in 

elastic strain, the changes being reversible when the stress
v

was removed. At the onset of plastic deformation, the rate 

of resistance increase became much greater (as reported by 

Chalmers and Quarrell (75)) and the resistance changes 

ceased to be reversible when the stress was removed.

Metallographic examination of specimens strained up to 

10$ in tension at room temperature revealed slip markings In 

the austenite, but no evidence of stress-induced transform 

ation to martensite.
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RESULTS

6.1* The Time and Temperature Dependence, of 9 in ths 

Fe-Nl-C alloys.
*

The degree of stabilisation, 9, increased with increase 

in ageing time for each quenching treatment and ageing temp 

erature investigated and no maximum Q value was attained. 

However, the dependence of 9 on quenching time and ageing 

temperature was more complex. 

6.1.1. The 19# Ni alloy 

i._ £uene_hed_to -88°C

Quenching times of up to 5 minutes at -88°C and ageing 

temperatures from -88°C to -ifC^C were studied.

Figure 29 illustrates the dependence of Q on treatment 

time at the selected ageing temperatures, following a quench 

to -88°C for 1^ . seconds. For a given treatment tirno, 0 

followed a C- curve relationship" with respect to ageing temp 

erature, with a minimum 0 value occurring in the region of 

-65°C (fig 30). An increase in quenching time to 90 seconds 

at -88°G brought about a general .increase in 0 for the same 

ageing temperature and treatment time (figs 31-33) except 

after ageing at the quenching temperature (-88 C). The 

latter values remained unchanged since quenching and ageing 

treatments were indistinguishable from one another. At the 

lowest ageing temperatures studied, Q was essentially 

insensitive to temperature, but as the temperature of ageing 

was increased so 9 and dQ/dT (the rate of increase of 0 with. 

temperature) increased (figs 3*+, 35). Wo minimum 6 value was

observed.

When the quenching time was increased to 180 soconds at



-88 C, for comparable conditions, the 0 values were larger 

than those produced by quenching for 15 or 90 seconds (figs 

31,32) except after ageing at -^-O^, when 0 was essentially 

the same as for a quenching time of 90 seconds (fig 33). 

For a given treatment time, G increased with increase in 

ageing temperature and no minimum 6 value was observed (figs 

36,37)« A further increase in quenching time to 300 seconds 

at -88°C had no further effect on Q (fig 36).

Summarising, therefore, for a given treatment time at 

ageing temperatures of -78°C and -60°C, Q increased as the 

quenching time at -88°C was increased up to 180 seconds and 

thereafter remained essentially constant (figs 31,32,38). 

However, at -VO°C, the constant Q value was reached after a 

90 second quenching treatment (figs 33>38). As the 

quenching time was increased, the tendency for the graphs of 

ageing temperature vs. 8 to exhibit a minimum Q value 

disappeared (cf. figs 30»35»37)

Quenching times up to 3 minutes and ageing temperatures 

from -78°C to -VO°C were investigated.

For a fixed treatment time, 6 increased as the quenching 

time was increased until a limiting 9 value was attained 

after 30 second and 90 second quenches in specimens aged at 

-VO°C and -60°G respectively. A further increase in quenching 

time produced no additional increase in © (figs 39-^1).

The dependence of 6 on ageing temperature and treatment 

time was strongly influenced by variations in quenching tirr;e 

(cf figs ^-2,^3). For very short quenching times 6 vj.
3

ageiag temperature "plots exhibited a C-curve with a minimum 

0 value occurring at about -60°C (fig Mf) . Longer quench lr 3 

treatments produced G values which increased progressively
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with increase in ageing temperature (fig

Specimens of the W.I. and S.2. 19$ Ni alloys quenched 

to and aged at -78°C exhibited a comparable dependence of 0 

on treatment time (cf figs V} & *f6) . 

iii <iuenched_to -60°G

Specimens aged at -lfO°C exhibited 0 values which were 

independent of the prior quenching time at -60°C (fig V?) . 

Such specimens yielded Q values which were invariably 

larger than those produced by a comparable treatment at -60°C 

alone .

6.1.2. The 2^ Ni alloy 

to -100°C__

Quenching times of up to 10 minutes at ~100°C and 

ageing temperatures from -100°C to -^-O'^ were investigated.

The 0 value increased progressively for a given ageing 

temperature and treatment tirao as the quenching time was 

increased up 'to 5 minutes (figs U8-51) ." However, increase 

in quenching time beyond 5 minutes produced no further 

increase in Q.
*

Specimens quenched for '30 seconds at -10G°C prior to 

ageing at higher temperatures usually exhibited, lower Q values 

than those resulting from a comparable treatment at -100°C 

alone (fig 52). This was not the case when longer quenching 

times were used (figs 53>5!+). Plots of ageing temperature vs. 

0 for selected treatment and quenching times exhibited C-curvec 

with minimum Ovaiues occurring at about -75°C (figs 55-57). 

Whilst the minima were most clearly defined at short
0

quenching times, the C-curve behaviour was still present ;'or 

the longest quenching treatment investigated (fig 57).

Only two quenching times were studied at this temperature
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(90 and 180 seconds) prior to ageing at temperatures between 

-90°C and -^(^C. Both quenching times yielded similar 0 

values for comparable ageing temperatures and treatment 

times (fig 58). A plot of ageing temperature vs. 0 for 

selected treatment times exhibited a C-curve with a minimum 

0 value at about -80°C ( fig 59). 

iii._ &uenched_to -78°C

Quenching times of up to 180 seconds at -78°C and 

ageing temperatures between -78°C and -l+0°C were investigated.

For a given treatment time and ageing temperature, 0 

increased with increase in quenching time up to 90 seconds 

and thereafter remained constant with further increase in 

quenching time ( figs 60-62).

The time and temperature dependence of 0 was influenced 

by changes In quenching time (figs 63,6^). For very short 

quenching times, Q followed a C.-curve dependence with respect 

to ageing temperature, with a minimum Q value occurring at 

about -60°C (fig 65) » However, no cl'aar minimum was observe! 

following a longer quenching treatment (fig 66).
r

6.2. The Variation of Q with Prior Martensite Content..in.

the Fe-Ni-G alloys.

The dependence of 0 on prior martensite content was 

evaluated by comparing results from specimens transformed to 

different martensite contents and aged at the same temper 

ature. In view of the difficulties involved in producing a 

range of martensite contents at low ageing temperatures, the 

results were restricted to ageing temperatures between -78°C
0

and -M3°C.

Within this temperature range, the dependence of Q on 

prior martensite content was strongly influenced by the prior 

quenching time. Following long quenching treatments, 0
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Increased progessively with increase in prior martensite 

content, for a given ageing treatment (figs 67-7^)• The 

behaviour -was more complex after shorter quenching treat 

ments and, the highest 9 values were not usually observed in 

specimens having the greatest martensite content (figs 70, 

7^-77), except in the 2U# Nl alloy aged at -ifO°C (fig 78). 

6.3. The Thermal Reversibility of Stabilisation 

6 •!•!•_ 191 !i_Alloy_

Reversibility was assessed by comparing results from 

two thermal treatments with previous data for specimens:-

, a.quenched to and aged at -78°C (fig V}) 

and b. quenched to -78°C for 90 seconds and aged at .-*fO°C

(fig «*3)

Reversibility from -78°C to -U-0°C was evaluated by 

quenching specimens to -78°C for 30. minutes prior to ageing 

at -^0°C for various times. The resulting 0 values rose 

sharply above those produced by continued treatment at -78°C 

(treatment 'a') and eventually approached values character 

istic of specimens aged at -M-O^ ^treatment 'b 1 ) after a 

treatment time of about 8,000 seconds (fig 79).

Reversibility from -iK>°C to -78°C was assessed by 

quenching specimens to -78°C for 90 seconds, ageing for 30 

minutes at -%tt-0°C and subsequently ageing for various times 

at -78°C. The resulting 0 values (fig 79) deviated sharply 

from those produced by continued ageing at -'{-O'C (treatment 

'b 1 ) remaining almost constant with increase in treatment 

time up to 20,000 seconds and thereafter increasing gradually 

to values just absve those produced by treatment at -78°C 

alone (treatment 'a').
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6.^.2. 2U£ Ni Allov

Results from reversibility tests were compared, with 

previous data for specimens:-

a. quenched to and aged at -100°C (fig 1+8)

b. quenched to -100°C for 90 seconds and aged at -78°C 

• (fig W.

Thermal reversibility from -78°C to -100°C was assessed 

by quenching a series of specimens to -100°C for 90 seconds, 

ageing for 2 hours at -?8°C and finally ageing for various 

times at -100°C. The resulting G values (fig 80) deviated 

sharply from and were greater than those from comparable 

specimens aged at -78°C (treatment f b') and approached 

values characteristic of ageing at -100°G (treatment 'a'). 

However, the curves did not intersect within-the limits of 

this investigation* .

Reversibility from -100°C to -78°C was assessed by 

quenching specimens ;to -100°C for 2 hours prior to ageing 

for various times at -78°C. The resulbing 6 values (fig 80} 

fell below those produced by continuous ageing at ~100°C 

(treatment 'a'), but continued to* increase with increase in 

treatment time and moved, towards values characteristic of 

ageing at -78°C alone after prolonged treatment , (treatment

•b«).

6,*f. Stress Relaxation Tests on the Fe-Ni-C Alloys

A typical curve of load against time for a stress 

relaxation test is shown in figure 81. Relaxation commenced 

at maximum rate following the attainment of maximum load, and 

proceeded at a rate which decreased with increase in tine
ft

to reach a near-steady value after about I minute.

The variation of stress-drop with prior ageing time at

-78°C. is shown in figures 82 & 83. Generally, the amount of
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relaxation (as defined by the stress-drop, in one minute) 

was essentially independent of the ageing time at -78°C. 

However, the 19$ Ni alloy showed different behaviour at stress 

values below 115 MPa, when there was a pronounced tendency 

for the amount of relaxation to decrease as the ageing time 

at -78°C was increased.

The dependence of stress-drop on the maximum stress 

level after selected ageing times is shown in figure 8*+. 

The 19$ Ni alloy was usually more susceptible to relaxation 

than the 2^-$ Ni alloy. However, tests performed at low 

stresses after prolonged ageing at -78°C produced less 

relaxation in the 19$ Ni alloy than in the 2*f$ Ni alloy.

The scatter in stress relaxation results was probably 

attributable to several factors. Variations in the 

maximum load applied undoubtedly caused some scatter. Some 

variation in the amount of relaxation attributable to the 

testing machine itself was also evident. Since the specimens 

were only 1*3 sm in diameter, slight variations in diameter 

(of up to - O.Oj mm) would result in comparatively large 

stress variations for a given loard. The spot-welding of 

nickel terminal wires to the surface of some specimens was 

not held to be a contributing factor, since results from 

spot-welded ana plain specimens were closely comparable 

(figs 82, 83).

A typical plot of resistance against time during loading, 

relaxation and unloading of a specimen is shown in figure 

85. Initial application of the load caused a slight increase 

in resistance attributable to elastic deformation and a 

subsequent decrease caused by the commencement of trans 

formation to martensite. The attainment of the selected 

maximum load and the stopping of the crosshead was
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accompanied by a momentary deflection of the recorder pen 

caused by electrical interference from the switch-gear of 

the Instron machine. A further decrease in resistance 

generally occurred during relaxation, followed by a final 

decrease when the remaining elastic stress was removed at 

the end of the one minute relaxation period.

In calculating the change in percent martensite during 

stress relaxation tests it was assumed that changes in 

resistance were caused only by transformation to martensite; 

this and deformation by a slip mechanism had opposite effects 

on electrical resistance in these alloys. An overall 

decrease in resistance at -78°C would signify that trans 

formation to martensite had occurred. However, concurrent 

deformation by slip would tend to oppose the decrease so < 

that resistance measurements would underestimate the amount 

of martensite actually formed during testing. Point-counted 

values of percent martensite after stress relaxation tests 

were in excellent agreement with values derived, from resis^ 

tance measurements, indicating that resistance changes were
v

brought about by transformation alone.

The overall, change in percent martensite between the 

initial application and the final removal of stress is shown 

in figures 86 and 87» for specimens aged for various times 

prior to testing at selected maximum stresses. The overall 

change in martensite content increased as the value of the 

maximum stress increased for a given ageing time, and for 

stresses greater than 285 MPa the change was essentially 

independent of the prior ageing time at -78°C. However, at
o

lower initial stresses the amount of martensite produced 

decreased with increase in the prior ageing time,

The point at which the maximum load was reached was
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conveniently marked on the resistance vs. time plots by the 

electrical interference from the Instron machine previously 

mentioned. Thus martensite formed during the application of 

stress could be distinguished from that formed during the 

one minute relaxation period. Some martensite formed during 

loading in all but the 19$ Ni specimens stressed below 115 

MPa.

The amounts of martensite formed during stressing and 

relaxation are shown in figures 88 and 89 for specimens of 

each alloy stressed above 285 MPa. The percent martensite 

formed during the application of stress was greater in 

specimens subjected to the higher stresses, but that formed 

during the one minute relaxation period was almost identical 

at both stresses in each alloy. The percent martensite 

formed during both stressing and relaxation periods was 

essentially independent of the prior ageing time at -?6°C.

The .results were less definitive in the 2U$ Ni alloy 

stressed to 10? MPa (fig 90). Althougli both the percent 

martensite formed during loading and relaxation appeared to 

decrease as the prior ageing time'was increased, the scatter 

of the results did not permit a definite relationship to be 

established. The 19$ Ni specimens stressed below 115 MPa 

showed no evidence of transformation to martcnsito during 

the application of the load and all the transformation shown 

in figure 86 occurred during the one minule relaxation 

period. 

.^Jhe 30# NI Alloy

Austenitic specimens of the 30$ -'i- alloy transformed 

with a burst of martensite at about -20°C on continuous 

cooling. The burst was accompanied by an audible 'click 1 

and a dramatic decrease in resistance from about 35«»JJltc
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10/nSl . The instability of resistance characteristic of the 

austenite below 36°C disappeared when transformation occurred,

Specimens were quenched to and aged at -35°C for times 

up to 2 hours. The initial 'burst' on quenching was followed 

by an isothermal 'tail' (fig 91) which was still proceeding 

at a measurable rate after 2 hours. In spite of the differ 

ences in martensite content produced by quenching, the rate 

of isothermal transformation was comparable in all specimens.

During subsequent cooling to determine Q, small amounts 

of martensite formed as a result of the continuation of the 

isothermal 'tail 1 . However, after a small temperature 

interval a 'burst 1 of transformation again occured. The 

measure of stabilisation, 6, was taken to be the temperature 

interval between the quenching temperature and the latter 

'burst' temperature.

0 increased with increase in ageing time at ~35°C, 

although considerable scatter of results was evident (fig
- • ;

92). The data was insufficient to provide definite evidence 

that the scatter could be attributed to differences in prior 

martensite content, although in certain instances this 

appeared to be the case.

Several specimens exhibited an irregular ('zig-zag') 

transformation curve on further cooling (rig 93) and in spite 

of initial differences in martensite content, the curves 

converged at low temperatures. Subsequent metallography 

showed that the final martensite content calculated from 

resistance measurements was within the 95$ confidence .limits 

of point counted values.

Decarburised specimens of the y>% Ni alloy (containing 

0.002J* Carbon) were quenched to -35°C and agedo No audible 

'click 1 was evident on quenching and the transformation
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proceeded in a completely isothermal mode at a rate which 

decreased with time (fig 9^)• In view of the rapid 

isothermal transformation and the absence of a burst on 

further cooling no meaningful determination of 0 was 

possible.



CHAPTER 7

DISCUSSION 

7.1. The Isothermal 'Tail'

The occurrence of an isothermal 'tail' of transform 

ation following the formation of athermal martensite has 

been reported elsewhere (7,M-l,5*+,76,77) • However, little 

quantitative work has been published in this field, possibly 

as a result of difficulties experienced in distinguishing 

between athermal and isothermal martensite.

In the present work the isothermal 'tail' started at 

maximum rate as a result of the stimulating influence of the 

athermal martensite formed, during quenching (7,76) and there 

after the-rate of transformation decreased with increase in. 

time (figs 26,27,91)* A constant level of transformation was 

usually attained in the Fe-Ni-C alloys after a few minutes 

at the quenching temperature, but the 30$ Ni alloy was still 

transforming -at a measurable rate after two- hours. Mac hi in 

and Cohen (76) have reported that the .Isothermal 'tall 1 in a 

similar Fe-30/o Ni alloy did not reach a limiting value, but 

proceeded indefinitely at a .rate "which decreased with 

increase in time. Although the limiting value in the Fe-Ni-C 

alloys may have occurred as a result of limitations in the 

measurement technique, any changes in martensite content 

during prolonged ageing must clearly have been extremely 

small to avoid detection.

Brook and Entwisle (77) have investigated the transform 

ation kinetics and morphology of martensite in Fe-Ni-C 

alloys. In a 19;* Ni, 0.5;' C steel, thi :r.artensite was found 

to exhibit a predominantly {?25Jy habit plane, although 

some 7259]^ martensite was for.ned during quenching as a
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small 'burst 1 of transformation. An increase in nickel 

content to 2^$ produced a change in crystallography to a 

predominantly r2 59Jy habit, although some small *225Jy 

plates were formed in the stress fields surrounding 7 2 59f • 

plates at advanced stages of transformation. The |225?> .j. 

morphology appeared to be associated with isothermal trans 

formation, whereas ?259y^ martensite formed in a 'burst 1 

during cooling. Thus the 19$ Ni alloy would be expected to 

be more isothermal in character than the 2^+fo Ni alloy.

Figure 25 appears to support the previous observations, 

since the isothermal 'tail 1 is considerably larger in the 

19$ Ni alloy than in the 2lt$ Ni alloy at the same quenching 

temperature. However, in spite of the apparent differences 

in martensite crystallography, both alloys exhibit comparable 

isothermal 'tails' for the same total martensite content 

(fig 95). This feature may be connected with the suggestion 

that the'isothermal :'tail' is caused by transformation on a 

<22pj'y habit plane in both alloys. It should be noted 

however, that whilst a given fraction of athermal martensite
*

appears to stimulate similar' amounts of isothermal 

martensite in both alloys, the temperature at which this 

occurs is different in each alloy. Thus the size of the 

isothermal tail is determihed by the prior martensite 

content, and the temperature at which isothermal transform 

ation occurs. This effect has bean demonstrated by Machlin 

and Cohen (76) and is also evident in figure 91 in which 

30# Ni specimens exhibit comparable isothermal tails at -35GC 

in spite of wide differences in prior martensite content.

figure 95 also demonstrates the limitations of 

distinguishing between athermal and isothermal transformation 

as forming up to, and following a time 10 seconds after the
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quench. Specimens containing less than 50/£ martensite • 

appear to exhibit no isothermal 'tail 1 . However, some 

isothermal transformation may have occurred, but been complete 

10 seconds after the quench. Thus the actual size of the 

'tail 1 is dependent on the criterion used to distinguish it 

from the initial 'burst 1 . Whilst ideally, measurement of 

the isothermal 'tail 1 should have commenced as soon as the 

specimen reached bath temperature, the complex effects of 

cooling, the liberation of heat by the 'burst' and the high 

initial rate of transformation made accurate measurements 

difficult and probably accounts for the lack of published 

work in this field.

In view of the present results it is surprising that 

Sanyal (**) has reported the absence of any isothermal 'tail 1 

in the present Fe-Ni-C alloys. This is presumably due to 

the use of quenching temperatures of -60°C ana above; at 

such temperatures an:y isothermal 'tail' would have been 

essentially complete 10 to 15 seconds after the quench and 

would therefore have been missed (figs 26,27).

Within the limitations 'of the technique, no reprod 

ucible evidence of continued isothermal transformation 

following ageing at temperatures above the quenching temp 

erature was observed in the present work. Nonetheless, in 

view of the limited evidence of continued transformation in 

the 19^ Ni alloy following quenching to -88WC and ageing at 

-78. °C, the possibility that very small quantities of 

isothermal martensite formed during ageing cannot be 

definitely discounted. Indeed Machlin and Cohen (76) have 

demonstrated that isothermal transformation does continue

at temperatures above the quenching temperature in an Fe 30;t 

1ft 0.0^$ C alloy. It is relevant that the only evidence of
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continued transformation in the present work was observed at 

-78 C, a temperature which could be maintained almost constant 

by the addition of excess solid carbon dioxide to the ageing bath. 

7.2. The Stress Relaxation Tests

It is evident from the results of figures 82 to 89 that 

relaxation of an externally applied stress occurs in the Fe- 

Nl-C alloys at -78°C and that the relaxation is accompanied 

by transformation to martensite.

The occurrence of deformation by a mechanism involving 

transformation to martensite rather than dislocation movement 

has been reported elsewhere (V^A^*?1*-) • Indeed, such a process 

is capable of causing deformation at stresses far below the 

normal austenite flow stress and is mast likely to operate

during .deformation at, or below the M temperature (5^).s

It was not possible to measure the austenite flow stress 

at -78°C, in view of the presence of martensite. However, the 

value at -78°C should be a few percent greater than the room 

temperature flow stress (73)' Relaxation at stresses in the 

range 60 to 120 MPa (figs 82.83) must therefore occur at stresses 

far below the normal austenite flow stress of about 200 MPa 

(section 5»3- 1+.) •

The present work reveals a marked difference in behaviour 

between specimens stressed above and below the expected 

austenite flow stress. At stresses above* the austenite flow 

stress both alloys transformed during the application of load 

and the degree of relaxation and change ia martensite concent 

were essentially independent of the prior ageing time at -78°C 

(figs. 82,83,86-89). Below the austenite flow stress trans 

formation occurred during loading of tha 2U;i Ni alloy and the 

degree of relaxation was essentially independent of the prior 

ageing time (fig. 83). However the overall change in 

fflartensite content and the change in martensite concent
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during relaxation showed a tendency to decrease with increase 

in ageing time (figs 87j90)« No transformation was evident 

during loading below the austenite flow stress in the 19$ Ni 

alloy, and the degree of relaxation and associated change in 

martensite content both decreased with increase in prior 

ageing time (figs 82,86). Such behaviour is analogous to 

thermal stabilisation, since a time dependent process during 

ageing stabilised the austenite against subsequent stress 

induced transformation.

The occurrence of a stabilisation phenomenon under 

these circumstances is not surprising, since the thermal 

treatments at -78°G prior to stress relaxation tests and 0 

determinations were directly comparable. Both undercooling 

and elastic tensile stresses increase the driving force for 

martensite transformation, until it is sufficiently high to 

overcome the resistance to transformation developed during 

ageing, and transformation re-commences. However, the 

present undercooling and stress relaxation tests provide 

fundamentally different measures of stabilisation. A 0 

value represents the minimum undercooling necessary to 

re-activate transformation and is independent of the way in 

which transformation proceeds when stabilisation is over 

come. In wcontrast, the stress relaxation tests do not 

usually provide a measure of the minimum stress required to 

re-activate transformation and the results are clearly 

dependent on the progress of subsequent transformation.

It has been demonstrated (^5) that the Mg of a 20# Ni 

0.5$ C steel increases linearly with increase in elastic 

tensile stress at the rate of 1 deg C per 1,000 lbf/in2 . 

(6.9 MPa). Assuming that this relationship is also valid for
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Ma i» each maximum applied stress used in the present work s
can be expressed in terms of an 'equivalent undercooling 1 

(see Table 2).

Whilst the results of Table 2 are not strictly valid 

at stresses above the austenite flow stress, it is clear 

that at such stresses, the equivalent undercoolings would be 

considerably greater than the 0 values usually achieved by 

ageing at -78°C (figs ^3,63). When the increase in driving 

force provided by tensile stress is greater than the 

reduction in driving force caused by stabilisation during 

ageing, the transformation would be expected to re-commence 

at the quenching temperature during loading. Martensite 

would therefore form during loading.

The amount of martensite formed during stressing to 

high stresses increased with increase in maximum stress and 

was independent'of the prior ageing time (figs 88,89), 

indicating, that any deficiencies in martensite content 

associated with prolonged stabilising treatments were 

completely overcome by the formation of several percent of 

martensite during stressing to above the austenite flow 

stress. Large undercoolings are known to have a similar 

effect in overcoming the influence of stabilisation (refer 

to section 2.1.5.)•

Transformation to martensite continued during the 

relaxation period (figs 88589) although there was no 

further increase in applied stress. This was caused by 

thermal activation of the unstabilised embryos created by 

the autocatalytic influence of transformation during 

loading. The amount of transformation during the relaxation 

period was independent of the prior ageing time, since 

transformation during loading had completely overcome the
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stabilisation developed during ageing.

Martensite also formed during loading the 2*f$ Ni alloy 

to a stress below the austenite flow stress, since the 

equivalent undercooling of 15.5 deg G (table 2) was greater 

than the Ovalues usually observed at -78°C (fig 63). However, 

figure 90 indicates that the fraction of martensite formed 

during loading would approach zero for an ageing time of 

about 200,000 seconds. After such a treatment the applied 

stress would provide the minimum increase in driving force 

capable of re-starting transformation and thus the equiv 

alent undercooling should equal 0. The calculated under 

cooling of 15.5= deg G (Table 2) is in reasonable agreement 

with the experimental 8 value of l*f deg C (fig 63). For 

longer ageing times no transformation would be expected 

during loading.

The amount of martensite formed during loading 

decreases with increase in ageing time (fig' 90) since the 

Increase in driving force is insufficient to completely 

overcome the deficiency in martensite content associated 

with prolonged stabilising treatments. A similar decrease 

is observed in the amount of martensite formed during the 

relaxation period, since the number of unstabilised embryos 

available for thermal activation would be greatest in. 

specimens which transformed most during loading.

The two stresses investigated in the ¥$% Ni alloy 

below the austenite flow stress, correspond to equivalent 

undercoolings of 8.7 and 16.6 deg C (Table 2) which are 

similar to 0 values developed after agoing for 130 and 650 

seconds respectively (fig ^3). At shorter times than these, 

the respective applied stresses would be expected to 

ftimulate transformation during loading, whilst more
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prolonged ageing would produce sufficient stabilisation to 

prevent transformation during loading. However, no evidence 

of such transformation was observed, even after short 

ageing treatments.

Under these circumstances the transformation observed 

during .the relaxation period can only be attributed to 

thermal activation of the embryos stabilised during the 

ageing treatment. It is difficult to explain how such 

activation could provide amounts of transformation comparable 

to those produced in the 2 lf$ Ni alloy under similar 

circumstances when unstabilised embryos were present. More 

over, similar activation, which would be expected to occur 

above Mg , during continuous cooling was not observed. It 

seems likely therefore that very small quantities of 

martensite formed during loading provided unstabilised 

embryos which were subsequently activated during relaxation, 

The amount of martensite formed' during relaxation and that 

formed during loading would both be expected to decrease 

with increase in time and approach zero after times of 130 

and 6pO seconds at stresses of 6CV and 115 HPa respectively 

(cf. table 2 and fig V})• However, the experimental results 

show evidence that some transformation occurred during 

relaxation after more prolonged ageing.

Summarising, therefore, the application of Fatel and 

Cohen's results (^5) to the present work reveals , reasonable 

agreement between changes in martensite content during stress 

relaxation tests and 0 values produced by continuous cooling 

in the 2^ Ni alloy although agreement is less satisfactory 

in the 19# Ni alloy.

Although specimens of each alloy contained similar 

amounts of martensite prior to loading, those stressed to
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high levels contained considerably more stress-induced 

martensite at the beginning of the relaxation period than 

those stressed to lower levels. Thus, direct comparison 

between results at different stresses is not valid, since 

the amount of martensite present would be expected to influ 

ence the progress of subsequent transformation and relaxation.

Comparison between the degree of relaxation and the 

change in martensite content during relaxation reveals some 

qualitative evidence that the two effects are related. For 

example, both the degree of relaxation and the associated 

change in martensite content are independent of the prior 

ageing time at high stresses (figs 82,83,88,89). Similarly 

at lower stresses both quantities decrease with increase in 

ageing time in the 19$ Ni alloy (figs 82,86), although no 

such relationship is evident in the 2'4$ NI alloy (figs 83, 

90).

If the presently described relaxation phenomenon is 

attributable solely to .martensite transformation, the ratio 

of the degree of relaxation to the amount of martensite
»

formed during relaxation would be constant and independent 

of the applied stress. Figure 96 summarises the present 

results but does not provide conclusive evidence of propor 

tionality between relaxation and martensite transformation. 

Indeed in several instances the relationship is clearly 

invalid. For example, relaxation is observed without con 

current martensite transformation in the 19> Ni alloy at 

low stresses (cf. figs 82 and 86). Similarly at stresses 

above the austenjLte flow stress, an increase in the maximum 

applied stress causes an increase in the degree of relaxation, 

but no corresponding increase in the amount of martensite
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formed during relaxation (cf. figs 82 and 89, 83 and 88).

Whilst the discrepancies at low stresses may be 

attributed in part to the scatter of the relaxation results, 

at high stresses it seems certain that some other process 

must contribute to the relaxation phenomenon.

The present -work provides no evidence as to the source 

of this additional mechanism. However, its occurrence at 

high stresses may result from resistance to continued 

martensite formation at advanced stages of transformation. 

For example, the final martensite content at the highest 

stress was about 83$ in the 19$ Ni alloy. Further trans 

formation would become increasingly difficult as the 

martensite content approached 100$, so that some other 

relaxation mechanism might become more energetically 

favourable." However, similar difficulties would not be 

expected in the 2^fo Ni alloy which contained only 66,% 

martensite under comparable conditions, since transfurination 

could be easily re-started by undercooling below -100yC 

(fig 5*0 » although the response to applied stress at -78°C 

may have been different. 

7.^. The Degree of Stabilisation

The degree of stabilisation, 6 ; produced by a given 

treatment has been shown to be dependent on at least four 

variables:

a. the amount of martensite present during ageing 

(which depends on the quenching temperature)

b. the ageing temperature

c. the total treatment time

d. the quenching time.

In order to determine the tiso and temperature depend 

ence of 0 in a given alloy a constant fraction transformed



must be maintained in all specimens during ageing. In 

specimens subjected to identical austeriitising treatments 

and having identical grain sizes this is usually achieved by 

quenching to a fixed temperature prior to ageing at various 

temperatures for various times. The influence of the initial 

quenching treatment does not seem to have been discussed 

elsewhere.

If the degree of stabilisation is dependent on time and 

temperature, then the quenching treatment itself should 

produce a Character is tic. G value, which would act as a 

starting point for stabilisation on up-quenching to a higher 

ageing temperature. The subsequent progress of stabilisation 

would depend on its thermal reversibility between the 

quenching and ageing temperatures-. Whilst the importance of 

thermal reversibility has been generally appreciated, 

particularly as an indicator of the stabilisation iLocnanisrn, 

its significance in this context appears to have been over 

looked.

Previous work, in which the initial quenching treatment 

is regarded solely as a means of -maintaining a fixed 

martensite content, assumes that no stabilisation is 

developed during quenching. Whilst this may be the case in 

some alloys, particularly at low quenching temperatures and 

short quenching times, the present results indicate that, in 

Fe-Ni-C alloys at least, stabilisation is developed very 

rapidly, even at low temperatures. Under these circumstances 

the quenching treatment is likely to be important.

Rapid stabilisation at low temperatures might also 

bring about changes in the degree of stabilisation during 

the continuous cooling period itself. A specimen having
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developed a high 0 value during treatment would be cooled 

through a large temperature interval below the quenching 

temperature, before transformation recommenced. Hence there 

would be more opportunity for the G value to be influenced 

during continuous cooling in a specimen having a high 0 

value, -than in one having a low 0 value. Evaluation of this 

effect however, is extremely difficult, since its magnitude 

depends on both the actual 0 value prior to continuous 

cooling and the kinetics of stabilisation throughout the 

temperature range in question. Fortunately the effect 

appears to be negligible in the present alloys, since 6 has

been shown to be independent of the cooling rate above Ma ,s
C+). The-use of a technique involving continuous cooling to 

evaluate an effect developed during isothermal ageing is . 

clearly unsatisfactory when the effect continues during 

continuous cooling. 

7A. The Thermal Reversibility of Stabilisation

The thermal reversibility of stabilisation has been 

explained previously in terms of a mechanism involving the 

diffusion of carbon atoms to, specific sites within the 

lattice (2,3,9)11)* Edmondson (9) has proposed that during 

ageing, carbon atoms diffuse to dislocations in the austenite 

matrix until an equilibrium concentration characteristic of 

the ageing temperature is reached. Since the degree of 

stabilisation was thought to be related to the concentration 

of carbon atoms on dislocations, 6 increased with increase 

In ageing time in a similar manner until a constant value 

was reached (fig 10). Thereafter the carbon concentration 

and related 0 value was characteristic of the ageing temp 

erature only and independent of ageing time.

It is significant that Edmondson 1 s work on reversibility
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was performed on a material which exhibited maximum G values 

characteristic of the ageing temperature. A specimen aged 

for one hour at 35«5°C developed an equilibrium carbon 

concentration at dislocations characterised by a 0 value of 

2^- deg. C (fig 10). Further ageing at this temperature 

caused "no further change in 0. However on up-quenching the 

carbon distribution developed at 35»5°C was inherited at 

89°C. It was proposed that at this temperature, the inherited 

concentration of carbon atoms was much higher than the 

equilibrium value and consequently there was a net diffusion 

flux of carbon atoms away from dislocations until an 

equilibrium concentration characteristic of 89°C was reached. 

The decrease in the dislocation carbon concentration was 

accompanied by a decrease in 9 from 2U- deg. C to 11 deg. C 

It is clear, however that a decrease in 9 can only be 

observed when the 9 value attained at the first ageing 

temperature is greater than the maximum possible value which 

can be attained by continuous ageing at the second 

temperature.
«

In the present alloys, no maximum or limiting 0 value 

was evident in plots of 9 vs. treatment time. Consequently, 

whatever the process responsible for stabilisation, it was 

still proceeding -at a measurable rate without reaching 

equilibrium, even after prolonged ageing at sub-zero temp 

eratures. Nonetheless it was considered vorthwhile to apply 

a similar treatment to the present results assuming for the 

moment that a mechanism involving carbon diffusion to dis 

locations is operative.

A specimen of the 19# Ni alloy quenched to and aged at 

-78. '°C for 1200 seconds achieves a carbon concentration on 

dislocations characterised by a C value of 20.5 deg G
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(fig 79) • On changing the temperature to -ifO°C this 

distribution is inherited at the higher temperature. The 

subsequent variation of G with time depends on how the 

inherited carbon distribution is influenced by ageing at -M-C^ 

If 0 is determined only by the carbon concentration on dis 

locations, a given 0 value is associated with a definite 

concentration no matter what the preceeding ageing treat 

ment. It is clear that a similar G value of 20.5 deg C 

could have been obtained by a treatment of about 300 seconds 
at -^-C^C. Moreover, the effect of further ageing at -^0°C 

on this G value is defined by the subsequent increase in 6 
with treatment time at -*+0°C. Thus, on up-quenching from

-78°C to -ifO°C when a Q value of 20.5 deg C has been 

attained, the rate of increase of 6 with time should be 

identical to that produced when the same G value occurs 
during ageing solely at -40°C. .

Figure 79 demonstrates that curves predicted on the 

above basis aro in good agreement with the experimental 

points, following changes in ageing temperature between -4-0°C
v

and -78°C. No fall in 0 value is observed on changing from

-^t-C^C to -78°C» since the 6 value attained during ageing at

-^O^ is not greater than the maximum value that can be 

attained at -78°G. In general, after prolonged ageing, 

specimens subjected to a temperature change, approach 6 

values characteristic of the final ageing temperature. 

Although the curves converge, in terms of the present model 

they should only meet at infinity.

Summarising, in the 19/J Ni alloy, the variation of 6
C

with time produced by changing the ageing temperature 

between -*+0°C and -78°C can be predicted from a knowledge of
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the dependence of 0 on treatment time at the two individual 

temperatures. Moreover, the kinetics of the process are in 

qualitative agreement with those expected from a mechanism 

involving the diffusion of carbon atoms to sites within the 

lattice. Whether or not a carbon diffusion mechanism is 

possible at -l+Q°G and -78°C is open to question and will be 

discussed elsewhere.

A mechanism involving carbon diffusion cannot be solely 

responsible for stabilisation in the 214$ Ni alloy in view of 

the more rapid increase in 0 with time at -100°C than at

-78°C (fig 80). The results of reversibility tests between

-78°C and -100°C can nonetheless be predicted from the 

dependence of Q on time at the individual ageing temperatures 

(fig 80). Thus the foregoing argument must also apply to a 

mechanism other than carbon diffusion. Such a mechanism 

must satisfy the following eriterias-

a. a given 0 Value is associated with a particular

stage in the process regardless of how the Q value

is obtained, «
b. the process is temperature dependent,

c. the process is time dependent.

A process involving stress relaxation might qualit 

atively explain the experimental observations of the present 

reversibility tests in both alloys although it would be at 

variance with the work of Edmondson (9).

It is worthy of note that specimens of the 2kfo Ni alloy 

quenched to -100°C and aged at -?8°C (fig 80 - curves 'b 1 , 

and 'c 1 ) exhibit similar values of dO/dt for a given Q value 

and therefore predict identical behaviour for reversion 

from -100°C to -78°C In the range studied.
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The present results demonstrate that stabilisation is 

thermally reversible in the sense that a specimen tends to 

approach a 0 value characteristic of the final ageing 

temperature and total treatment time, providing that a 

sufficient time is allowed at the final ageing temperature. 

Previous work (9) suggests that reversibility of stabilis 

ation can only be produced when the mechanism responsible is 

itself thermally reversible. Thus the occurrence of thermally 

reversible stabilisation should distinguish between a 

mechanism depending on reversible carbon diffusion and one 

depending on a non-reversible stress relaxation process. 

However, this argument is only valid when reversion causes 

an actual decrease in 0 with increase in time.

In contrast, the present experimental conditions do not 

require that the process giving rise to the thermal revers 

ibility of stabilisation should, itself be thermally revers 

ible. Changes in ageing temperature simply influence, the 

rate at which the process proceeds in the forward direction 

and do not produce a situation in which the mechanism would 

be forced to reverse. Since the reversibility or otherwise 

of the stabilisation mechanism is not established in the 

present work, no definite conclusion can be drawn as to its 

source. 

7.5. The Source of the Dependence of 9.on Quenching; .Time

The dependence of 6 on quenching time may be attributed 

to one or more of the following effects:

7.5.1. small differences in the prior martensite content 

caused by differences in quenching time.

7.5.2. the reversibility of stabilisation between the

quenching and ngeing tornpcraturcc. 

7«5«3. the interruption of the isothermal 'tail 1 by up-
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quenching.

Each effect will now be dealt with in detail. 

In view of the occurrence of an isothermal 'tail' 

at the quenching temperature, it would be expected 

that specimens quenched for long periods would 

attain higher levels of transformation than those 

held for a short period. Since it is generally 

agreed that 9 increases with increase in prior 

martenslte content (3,8,11,13-15) (figs 69,73) 0 

would also be expected to increase with increase 

in quenching time.

This argument is. unsatisfactory since in 

general the - 2% scatter allowed in the initial 

martensite content was considerably larger than 

any variation attributable to differences in 

quenching time. Only in specimens of the 19$ Ni 

alloy quenched to -88°C (in which-the size of the 

isothermal tail approached the degree of scatter) 

was there limited evidence of an increase in 

martensite content, with increase in quenching time 

(fig 97)« At all other quenching temperatures the 

martensite content derived from resistance measure 

ments on many specimens was independent of tha 

quenching time.

The argument is also unsatisfactory sines 

changes in martensite content attributable to 

isothermal transformation were very much smaller 

than the values required to explain the obo-^rved 

changes in G. For example in the 19$ Ni alloy 

quenched to -78°C and aged at -60°C for a treat 

ment time of 2000 seconds, a change in quenching
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time from 90 seconds to 15 seconds reduced 0 from 

22.5 deg. C. to 15.5 deg.C. (fig 39). This would 

require a change in martensite content of about 

l^fo (fig 69) whereas the maximum change attribut 

able to isothermal transformation is about 2% 

martensite (fig 27). Similarly in the 2\% Ni 

alloy quenched to -100°C and aged at -60°C for a 

treatment time^of ^000 seconds, a change in 

quench time from 300 to 30 seconds reduced 0 

from 12 to 6.5 deg.C. (fig V?). Such a change 

in 0 would require a change in martensite content 

of more than ~L%- (fig 73) whereas isothermal 

transformation could only account for a change of 

1.5$ martensite, at the most (fig 26). : • 

7.5.2. Since 0 increases with increase 'in holding time at 

all quenching temperatures, the 9 value typical of 

the quenching treatment increases' as the quenching 

time lengthens. Subsequent changes in 8 should

depend on the rate of change of Q with time, d©/dt
•

(at the ageing temperature in question) correspond 

ing to the 0 value developed during quenching. 

Since dO/dt decreases with increase in Q and 

increase in time at a given temperature, its ¥alue 

on reaching the ageing temperature should be 

greater in a specimen subjected to a short quench 

than one subjected to a long quench. Hence a 

specimen subjected to a short quenching treatment 

prior to ageing should reach a Q value character-
o

istic of the ageing temperature more rapidly than 

one subjected to a long quench. However since the
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quenching times involved are generally short 

relative to the duration of ageing, it would be 

expected that differences in 0 attributable to 

differences in quenching time would usually 

disappear as specimens approach 0 values character 

istic of their final ageing temperature,

The variation of 0 with quenching time at 

shorter treatment times would depend on how 0 

varies with time at the quenching and ageing 

temperatures in question. If 0 and dO/dt for a 

given treatment time are greater at the quenching 

temperature than'at the ageing temperature, then 

0 would increase as the quenching time lengthens 

(fig 98). In this situation a 0 value produced by 

the use of different quenching and ageing 

temperatures cannot be greater than that produced 

by the same treatment time at the quenching 

temperature alone. Conversely, if 0 and d£/dt are 

greater at the ageing temperature than at the
v

quenching temperature, then for a given treatment 

time, 0 should decrease with increase in quenching 

time and should not exhibit values lower than 

those which are produced by the same treatment 

time at the quenching temperature (fig 99)•

In •• contrast to this hypothesis the present 

results reveal that any dependence of 0 on quenching 

time invariably occurs as an increase in 9 with 

increase in quenching time for a given treatment 

time, even when G and dO/dt are greater at the, 

ageing temperature than at the quenching temperature
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(figs 33>^0>6l). Moreover, for a given ageing 

temperature and treatment time, variation of the 

quenching time can produce Q values both above and 

below those produced after a treatment of similar 

duration at the quenching temperature (cf. figs 

29,3^,36; ^2,>+3; 52-5*0. This feature cannot be 

explained in terms of reversibility between 

quenching and ageing temperatures. In the majority 

of cases there is no evidence that Q values 

produced by long and short quenching treatments 

converge on prolonged ageing (figs 31-33, 39 ̂ O, 1^, 

50,61).

It has been suggested that the occurrence of an 

isothermal 'tail 1 of martensite transformation . 

during ageing consumes the most energetic 

martensite nuclei by isothermal activation (2). 

Such nuclei would be "those most favourable 

energetically, for a thermal activation on subsequent- 

cooling and therefore a degree of austenite
*

stabilisation proportional to the amount of 

isothermal martensite would he produced. If 

isothermal transformation at the quenching temp 

erature is terminated, for example by up- 

quenching, fewer martensite nuclei would be 

isothermally activated resulting in a smaller Q 

value on subsequent cooling. However, if the 

quenching time is increased beyond the point at 

which the isothermal 'tail' is complete, no 

further increase in 0 should occur*



These suggestions are in agreement with the 

present results. Figures 38,^1,51 and 62 

demonstrate that 0 for a fixed quenching temperature, 

ageing temperature and treatment time, increases 

•with increase in quenching time to a limiting 

value. The attainment of the limiting value 

generally coincides with the completion of the 

isothermal 'tail' at a particular quenching 

temperature (figs 26,27,^7)• Moreover, providing 

that significant isothermal transformation does 

not continue at the ageing temperature, differences 

between the numbers of nuclei activated isothermally 

at various quenching times would be expected to 

result in permanent differences in 0 values, even 

after prolonged ageing. Hence on this basis and 

as verified experimentally, specimens quenched to 

the same temperature for different times prior to 

identical ageihg treatments should not converge 

at long treatment times (figs 31-33,39,^0,^-9,50, 

61). '

In conclusion the source of the dependence of 

0 on quenching time appears to result from the 

interruption of the isothermal 'tail' at short 

quenching times. However, effects associated with 

the reversibility of stabilisation between the 

quenching and ageing temperatures cannot be 

completely discounted and would be expected to 

become increasingly important when tho quenching 

treatment is prolonged and the isothermal 'tail' 

complete.
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y.6. The Time and Temperature Dependence of_3tabilisation

At all ageing temperatures, 9 increases and dO/dt 

decreases with increase in treatment time although no 

maximum or limiting 0 value occurs. It is clear therefore 

that the process or processes responsible for stabilisation 

must continue, albeit at a reduced rate, after several hours 

at sub-zero temperatures.

The temperature dependence of stabilisation is complic 

ated by the influence of quenching time on 0. When the 

quenching treatment is so short as to interrupt the progress 

of isothermal transformation at the quenching temperature, 

plots of ageing temperature vs. 0 exhibit a minimum 6 value 

between -60 and -80°C (figs 30,^,55,56,65). When the 

quenching time is increased so that the isothermal 'tail'is 

not terminated, no clear minimum 9 value is evident in the 

19JK Ni alloy (figs 37,^5) or in specimens of the 2H$ Ni 

alloy quenched to -78°C (fig 66). However,-2i+>5 Ni specimens 

quenched to lower temperatures exhibit a minimum 9 value 

even when the quenching time is sufficiently long to avoid 

interruption of the isothermal 'tail' (figs 57,59)-

Above -60°C, 9 increases with increase in ageing 

temperature for a given quenching treatment and treatment 

time irrespective of whether or not the isothermal 'tail 1 

is interrupted (figs, 30,35,37,^A5,55-57,59,65,66). At 

lower temperatures in the 19$ alloy, 9 may increase or 

decrease with increase in ageing temperature depending on the 

duration of quenching. A similar situation is evident for 

specimens of the 2*f# Ni alloy quenched to -75°C. However 

when this alloy is quenched to -100°C or -90°C, 9 invariably 

Increases with decrease in ageing temperature below about 

**80°C, irrespective .of the quenching time. Indeed, even
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when the 'quenching time 1 is increased to 2 hours at -100°C 

(fig 80) subsequent ageing at -78°C produces lower 0 values 

than those which would have been produced by continued 

ageing at -100°C. It is clear therefore that the increase

in 6 with decrease in temperature below -80C in the 2U$ Ni 

steel Is a permanent feature which is not removed by 

prolonged quenching. The absence of a similar phenomenon in 

the 19$ Ni alloy .at a quenching temperature of -8&°C seems to 

indicate that the effect does not occur in this alloy. 

Unfortunately further investigation at a lower quenching 

temperature was prevented by the difficulty experienced in 

measuring 0 values for very high prior martensite contents.

Although direct comparison between the present work and 

that of Sanyal (*+) on similar alloys is generally complicated 

by differences in martensite content, quenching and ageing 

temperatures, when the experimental conditions are comparable, 

the results are in close agreement (figs 1+7->58). Moreover, 

the 0 values quoted by Sanyal after ageing at room 

temperature are considerably larger than those exhibited in 

the present work after similar treatments at -^-0°C , 

indicating that 0 continues to increase with increase in 

ageing temperature between -^-0°C and room temperature. 

7.7. The Dependence of Q on Prior Martensite Content

The influence of changes in quenching time on the 

variation of 6 with prior martensite content results from 

effects associated with the interruption of the isothermal 

'tail 1 by short quenching treatments.

It has been demonstrated (figs 26,2?) that the isothermal 

'tail 1 is largest and most prolonged at low quenching 

temperatures, when the prior martensite content is high. A 

short quenching treatment at a low temperature would
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interrupt the isothermal 'tail 1 , whereas a quench of the 

same duration at a higher temperature may allow sufficient 

time for the Hail 1 to be completed within the quenching 

period. Interruption of the isothermal 'tail' has 

previously been shown to lower 6 values (section 7.5»3») 

and under the present conditions, this effect would be most 

evident at high prior martensite contents. Hence the 0 

values of specimens having high martensite contents are 

often smaller than those containing less martensite, follow 

ing a short quench (figs 75-77).

When the quenching time is sufficiently long to permit 

isothermal transformation to be completed at each quenching 

temperature, then 0 and the rate of change of Q with treat 

ment time, dQ/dt, increase with increase in prior martensite 

content for a fixed treatment time (figs 6.7,68,71,72). 

Furthermore, the data of figures 69 and 73 provide evidence 

that 0 extrapolates .to zero at .zero percent-martensite, 

indicating that stabilisation is only observed in the 

presence of pre-forraed martensite. However, this extra 

polation must be of doubtful validity in view of the lack of 

data at low martensite contents.

The increment in Q per percent increase in prior 

martensite content, dO/dM^, increases with increase in:-

a. ageing temperature,

b. ageing time,

c. prior martensite content,

and the difference in 0 values produced by long and short 

ageing treatments becomes greater at high martensite contents.

These results demonstrate that increase in prior 

martensite content not only increases the degree of stabilis 

ation, but also enhances the influence of subsequent ageing
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treatments on stabilisation. Moreover, the relationship 

between 0 and prior martensite content appears to be non 

linear, so that the enhancement of stabilisation is most 

pronounced at high prior martensite contents.

The influence of prior martensite in promoting stab 

ilisation decreases as the ageing temperature is decreased 

within the range investigated. However, it seems unlikely 

that this behaviour continues at lower temperatures in the 

2^% Ni alloy, in view of the observed increase in 0 with 

decrease in ageing temperature (fig 57).

Whatever the process (or processes) responsible for 

stabilisation in the temperature range presently considered, 

it must either occur within, or be stimulated by, the 

presence of pre-formed martensite. In view of the non 

linear dependence of stabilisation on prior martensite 

content, it seems unlikely that the enhanced stabilisation 

at high martensite contents results from a simple volumetric 

effect. 

7.8. The Influence of the Martensite Habit Plane

It has been suggested that tfhe martensite habit plane 

may have an important effect on stabilisation behaviour (73). 

Whilst no habit plane determinations were performed in the 

present work, it has been established (77) that the 2^% Ni 

alloy exhibits a predominantly ^ 2 59^y martensite habit 

plane, whereas in the I9,£ Ni alloy the habit plane is

predominantly |225j^

The present experiments demonstrate that the kinetics 

of stabilisation in the two Fe-Ni-G alloys are in many 

respects similar,"but that several important differences are 

evident:-
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a. The degree of stabilisation is greater in the 1<yf0 Ni 

steel than the 2*f$ Ni steel for comparable conditions.

b. A minimum Q value is observed in plots of 0 vs. ageing 

temperature at low quenching temperatures in the 2\% Ni 

alloy, even after prolonged quenching: in the 19$ Ni 

alloy the minimum is suppressed by lengthening the 

quenching time.

c. No transformation was detected during loading the 19$ 

Ni alloy to low stresses whereas transformation 

occurred during loading the 2kfo Ni alloy to comparable 

stresses. 

The different transformation kinetics associated with

the 4225r- and ?2 59fvx habit planes have been mentioned in

Section ?•!» although the reason for the observed differences

is uncertain. The autocatalysis responsible for the burst
( > 

transformation on the f259^y habit is thought to originate

from a mechanical stimulation (coupling) between certain 

variants of the habit plane that are geometrically 

orientated, such that the stress induced by transformation
v

on one variant aids transformation on three others (V7). 

The absence of a similar effect on the i^^fe habit has 

been attributed to the lower multiplicity of this plane (V), 

but it has been reported .-.elsewhere that two displacement 

directions are associated with each ̂ 225^, variant, thereby 

increasing the multiplicity to 2V (77). Alternatively it 

has been suggested that burst transformation is not observed 

on the {225^, habit because plate growth is more restricted

than on {259Jy (77).
It is generally agreed that thermal stabilisation is 

effected by a process which inhibits martensite nucleation
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(section 2.1.9). Although the precise nature of the 

martensite nucleus is uncertain, it seerns likely that the 

nuclei for both <225j^ and ^259y>y plates are identical and 

not associated with a particular habit plane (79,80). The 

habit plane is determined by the conditions prevailing 

during the early stages of plate growth and only becomes 

important when the nucleus has grown to certain dimensions. 

Thus whilst the martensite habit plane may influence the 

progress of transformation when stabilisation is overcome, 

it can only affect 0 values by its influence on the 

population of autocatalytic nuclei prior to the stabilising 

treatment.

It has already been suggested that the isothermal 

'tails' in the present Fe-Ni-C alloys result from trans- .' 

formation on a |225y>< habit plane (Section 7.1). It also 

seems likely that transformation at M_, recommences on a
t3

*225ry habit at the : advanced stages of transformation 

studied, since burst transformation was not observed at M_, t ; 

this effect only occurs when the prior martensite content is
»

low (^). Thus the population of autocatalytic embryos 

created prior to stabilisation should be determined by 

transformation on a <225?y habit plane in both alloys and 

the stabilisation behaviour would be expected to be similar. 

The lower 0 values observed in the 2U# Ni alloy may provide 

some indication that the extensive formation of •p^jy' 

martensite in this alloy provides energetic nuclei which are 

not consumed by the limited isothermal 'tail 1 and are able 

to propagate at a relatively low undercooling following a 

stabilising treatment. This effect would not be expected in 

the 19$ Ni alloy in view of the more limited j ? 59jV

GLAMORGAN POLYTEChNJQ 
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transformation. 

7.Q. The Mechanism of Stabilisation

The mechanisms proposed to account for the stabilisation 

phenomenon may be divided into two categories;

7.9«1« those involving the diffusion of carbon atoms 

to specific sites within the lattice

7,9-2. those.:involving the relaxation of internal

stresses. 

7.9.1., Carbon Diffusion Processes at Low Temperatures

The diffusion of carbon in steels at high temperatures 

and the variation of diffusion rate with alloy content and 

temperature has been examined at great length in the 

literature. However, the phenomenon has not been studied at 

and below room temperature. Hence diffusion rates and 

distances at sub-zero temperatures can only be extrapolated 

from equations designed to fit high temperature data. It i» 

clear that1 extrapolations made on this basis are of doubtful 

validity.

Precisely where the diffusion occurs is also open to 

doubt. According to the 'growth resistance' theory (15) the 

degree of stabilisation is determined exclusively by carbon 

diffusion to dislocations in the austenite, whereas else 

where (2,3) diffusion in both the austenite and marten.site 

is held to produce stabilisation. The diffusion distances 

involved are uncertain, although it has been suggested that 

distances of at least Inm would be required to account for 

stabilisation ('+).

Typical extrapolated values for carbon diffusion below 

room temperature are shown in Appendix 3 and Table 3» The 

diffusion distances predicted on this basis are far too
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small to explain the observed stabilisation below room 

temperature, even after diffusion times of 10,000 seconds.

In contrast, various workers have reported effects 

thought to be associated with carbon diffusion in martensite, 

below room temperature (59>68,81-83)• For example a 

measurable hardening effect has been observed in as-quenched 

martensite after 3 hours at -60°C (81). An ageing effect 

and a change in martensite tetragonality has been reported 

•in Fe-Ni-C alloys during ageing at -18°C (82). A strain 

ageing effect has been reported between -100°C and room 

temperature (83). Increases in electrical resistance, 

thought to be caused by a carbon diffusion process, have 

been reported at -60°C (68) and room temperature (M-). 

Indeed, similar resistance changes were observed at -H-0°C 

and 0°C in .the present work. Although no quantitative 

correlation between those effects and carbon diffusion has 

been proposed, Cohert (81) has concluded tha-t carbon 

diffusion In martensite is significantly more rapid than 

would be expected from the extrapolation of high temperature
v

diffusion data, since diffusion occurs along 'short circuit 1 

paths in the martensite. Whilst diffusion along boundaries, 

dislocations and under the influence of stress fields may 

explain the enhancement, experimental evidence is incon 

clusive (S5*). Diffusion along dislocations may be capable 

of explaining low temperature stabilisation by the segreg 

ation of carbon to the austenite / martensite interface (2,3) 

but cannot apply to the 'growth resistance' model (15). 

The diffusion rate of carbon in austenite at hi^h
e

temperatures is known to increase with increase in nickel 

content (2^,85). This would correlate with the present
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work in which the increase in electrical resistance with 

time is more rapid in the partially transformed 2\% Ni alloy 

than in the 19# Ni alloy on ageing at 0°C (fig 28). However, 

if carbon diffusion were solely responsible for stabilisation 

at -HO°C (say), for a given martensite content, 0 should 

increase more rapidly with time in the 2h-% Ni alloy than in 

the 19$ Ni alloy. The present results provide evidence to 

the contrary.

Whilst previous work provides some evidence that a 

mechanism involving carbon diffusion may proceed at -60°C 

and such a mechanism might explain a gradual increase in 

stabilisation with increase in ageing temperature above -60°C, 

it cannot'explain other features of the present results. 

The observed dependence of G on quenching time, the 

temperature dependence below -60°C and the greater degree of 

stabilisation in the 19,^ Ni alloy cannot be explained in 

terms of'such a model.

Elsewhere (7*0 a strain ageing effect observed in 

austenite at room temperature, has been attributed to a
»

mechanism involving Snoek ordering, in which dislocations 

were thought to be locked by the rotation of carbon/vacancy 

pairs. Whilst this mechanism is purely tentative and 

requires further experimental verification, it would be 

particularly attractive at low temperatures, since no 

extensive diffusion of carbon atoms is required. Such a 

mechanism might produce rapid stabilisation at low temp 

eratures by locking dislocations or relieving internal 

stresses. 

7.9.g. Stress Relaxation at oub-zero Temperatures

It has been mentioned in Section 2. 2.1. that the



presence of the right kind of stress in the austenite may 

assist transformation to martensite. Since transformation to 

martensite is known to impose considerable stresses on the 

austenite surrounding martensite plates(27, ifl+, 1+6) it would 

seem likely that a process producing relaxation of such 

stresses would result in some degree of austenite stabilis 

ation.

Various workers have reported that small creep deform 

ations may be produced at sub-zero temperatures (Section 

2.2A). It has been suggested that such a process could 

relax residual stresses in the austenite and cause thermal 

stabilisation (U-). '

The present work furnishes definite evidence that 

relaxation of externally applied stress can occur in Fe-Ni-C 

alloys at -78°C. Moreover, the greater degree of relaxation 

in the 19$ Ni alloy than the 2*4$ Ni alloy would explain the 

greater 6 values in 'the former (fig 8*t).

The process can occur by at least two mechanisms;

a. stress induced isothermal transformation to
9

martensite.

b. a mechanism not involving martensite transformation.

Mechanism (b) may be associated with a low temperature 

creep process, although the present evidence is insufficient 

to provide confirmation. It is worthy of note however, that 

low temperature creep usually follows a logarithmic time 

dependence (Section 2.2.^) as does Q in many of the present 

experiments. Clearly, further work would be required on the 

stress and temperature dependence of the process before it 

could be established that such a mechanism is responsible 

for low temperature stabilisation. Nonetheless, a thermally
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activated creep mechanism would be expected to produce 0 

values which increase with increase in ageing temperature. 

Whilst this is so above -60°C in the present work, the 

situation is more complex at lower temperatures.

Since externally applied stresses can be relaxed by 

transformation to martensite, it seems likely that internal 

stresses may be relaxed in a similar manner. The formation 

of a 'burst 1 of martensite on quenching creates very high 

internal stresses within the austenite which are subsequently 

relieved by isothermal transformation (76) on the planes 

which are most favourably orientated towards and provide the 

maximum relaxation of the internal (or external (^7,53,5*+) 

stress).

If the isothermal 'tail 1 proceeds indefinitely at an. : 

ever-decreasing rate, as suggested elsewhere (?6) , holding

at the quenching temperature would bo expected to produce a 

progressive reduction in residual stresses and a consequent 

increase in S with increase in ageing time. However, to

explain the present results, the observed increase in G with
»

increase in ageing time must be effected by changes in 

residual stress attributable to the formation of extremely 

small quantities of isothermal martensite after prolonged 

ageing, in direct contradiction to the suggestion that 9 is 

proportional to the amount of isothermal transformation (2).

In contrast, the present results indicate th-.t when 

the residual stress reaches a certain value, it ceases to 

stimulate further transformation and the isothermal 'tail 1 

is complete. Thus G would be expected to increase to a
0

maximum value and thereafter remain constant. This is 

clearly not the case.
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The relaxation of applied stress by isothermal 

transformation to martensite is most likely to occur at 

temperatures close to or below Mg (5^). It has been shown 

that the initial rate of isothermal transformation following 

quenching may either be greatest at the quenching temperature 

and decrease with increase in ageing temperature, or exhibit 

a maximum value at some temperature above the quenching 

temperature (76). In the former case as the ageing temp 

erature is increased, the progress of relaxation would be 

retarded and 0 would decrease, as observed in the 2\% Ni 

alloy at low temperatures. However, the occurrence of a 

maximum initial rate of isothermal transformation at a 

temperature above the quenching temperature would be expected 

to provide a maximum G value at that temperature rather than 

the observed minimum (fig 57) • In either -case a decrease in 

0 with increase in ageing temperature could only occur when 

significant amounts of isothermal martensite formed during 

ageing. No reproducible evidence of this effect was observed, 

in the present work.
v

Summarising therefore, .the dependence of 0 on quenching 

time may be explained in-terms of a stress relaxation 

mechanism involving isothermal transformation to martensite 

(Section 7«5)> but such a mechanism cannot provide a 

satisfactory explanation of the ageing time and temperature 

dependence of Q« 

7.10. Thermal Stabilisation By More Than One Mechanism

None of the proposed mechanisms can account for all the 

observed features of the low-temperature stabilisation 

Phenomenon presently described. It is therefore possible 

that stabilisation in this context is attributable to
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several mechanisms. The interaction between various mechan 

isms occurring either concurrently or consecutively in the 

same specimen may then be important.

For example, stress relaxation occurring by both a low 

temperature creep and stress induced isothermal transformation 

mechanism would be expected to have a cumulative effect in 

producing a final Q value, whether the two processes occur 

concurrently at the same temperature or consecutively during 

the course of treatment at more than one temperature. The 

situation for two independent mechanisms (e.g. carbon 

diffusion and isothermal transformation) is more difficult 

to predict however.

Whatever the mechanisms involved, interruption of an 

isothermal 'tail' of transformation has a marked effect, 

both on the absolute 0 value and on the way in which 0 

changes with temperature. Similar evidence has not been 

reported elsewhere.

It has been demonstrated that thermal reversibility of 

stabilisation is observed in the present alloys, but that 

the observance of such reversibility does not require that 

the stabilisation mechanism itself is thermally reversible. 

Moreover, since different combinations of quenching and 

ageing treatments provide different Q values, stabilisation 

must clearly be reversible between the quenching and ageing 

temperatures investigated. Thus the treatments at both 

temperatures involved must have a cumulative effect on Q 

over a wide range of temperatures, indicating either that 

the same mechanism operates at both temperatures or that two 

compatible mechanisms operate.

The present work has not isolated the mechanism
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responsible for the thermal stabilisation of austenite 

currently observed. However, the many similarities between 

the kinetics of stabilisation in the two Fe-Ni-C alloys 

investigated indicate that the controlling mechanism is 

essentially the same in both alloys. 

7.11. The Fe-30# Ni Alloy

The Q values derived from the 30$ Ni alloy are of 

doubtful significance in view of the fact that small amounts 

of transformation occurred during continuous cooling prior

to a burst of transformation at M ,. Such transformations
was effectively a continuation of the isothermal 'tail' 

during continuous cooling. In this case 9 is a measure of 

the undercooling required to stimulate a burst of transform 

ation and not a temperature interval in which transformation 

was absent. In this context 0 cannot be held to be a true 

measure of stabilsation, -

It is worthy of note that detection of such transform 

ation above M , is .dependent on the experimental technique*5 ""

employed. For example a recalescence (9) technique would 

detect the burst on continuous cooling, but not the small 

amounts of martensite formed prior to the burst. Such a 

technique must be applied with care.

The removal of carbon from the alloy resulted in a 

completely isothermal transformation at -35°C. Other worksrs 

have reported that a lowering of carbon content results in a 

greater tendency towards isothermal transformation (29,37> 

83). Thus it seems possible that the lack of evidence of 

austenite stabilisation in carbon free materials is 

associated with the difficulty experienced in measuring a 
Beaningful 0 value when isothermal transformation 

during continuous cooling.



CONCLUSIONS

1. The thermal stabilisation of austenite develops rapidly 

in Fe-Ni-C alloys at temperatures as low as -100°C.

2. The degree of stabilisation, 0, is dependent on:- 

. i. the quenching temperature and time 

ii. the ageing temperature and time 

iii.the amount of martensite present during ageing.

3. The degree of stabilisation, 0, increases and the rate 

of increase of 0, dQ/dt, decreases with increase in 

ageing time, although no maximum or limiting G value is 

observed, even after prolonged ageing.

U. Interruption of the isothermal transformation to

martensite which occurs at the quench temperature, by 

heating rapidly to a higher (ageing) temperature, 

provides lower G values than those which result when 

this transformation is allowed-to proceed to completion.

5« The degree of stabilisation, 0, increases with increase 

in ageing temperature between -&0°C and -^fO°C.

6. When the quench treatment is short, 0 exhibits a C-curve 

dependence on ageing temperature with a minimum 8 value 

occurring between -80 C and -60 C. Lengthening the 

quench treatment beyond the period of isothermal trans 

formation suppresses the minimum Q value in the 19# Ni 

alloy, so that Q increases prpgressively with increase
t

in ageing temperature. However a C-curve dependence is 

observed at low temperatures in the 2 lf# Ni alloy, even 

-after prolonged quenching.

7. The degree of stabilisation increases with increase in 

prior martensits content, providing tint any isothermal 

martensite occurring at the quench temperature is not 

interrupted by re-heating to the a^c-iug temperature.



8. The stabilisation is thermally reversible in the sense 

that the final degree of stabilisation approaches a 

value characteristic of the total treatment time and the 

final ageing temperature, providing a sufficiently long 

period is allowed at the final ageing temperature.

9« The- progress of reversion between two temperatures can 

be predicted from a knowledge of the dependence of 

stabilisation on ageing time at the individual 

temperatures involved.

10. The observed thermal reversibility does not require that 

the stabilisation mechanism itself is thermally reversible.

11. The degree of stabilisation produced in the 19$ Ni alloy 

is greater than that in the 2\+% Ni alloy for comparable 

conditions, however the kinetics of stabilisation are 

essentially the same in the two alloys., in spite of 

differences 'in the martensite habit plane and 

morphology.

12. Relaxation of externally applied stresses occurs in 

Fe-Ni-C alloys at -78°C and is accompanied by trans 

formation to martensite v The"relaxation occurs by at 

least two mechanisms, one of which involves stress- 

induced isothermal transformation to martensite.

13. Transformation to martensite can be re-started by an

applied stress following a stabilising treatment. More 

over, behaviour analogous to thermal stabilisation is 

observed, since a time dependent process during ageing 

stabilises the austenite against subsequent stress- 

induced transformation. Correlation is revealed between 

the results of stress-relaxation tests and G values.

I1*, Whilst significant carbon diffusion may occur at



temperatures as low as -60 C, such a mechanism cannot 

provide a complete explanation of the present results; 

neither can stress relaxation occurring solely by stress- 

induced transformation to martensite or a low temperature 

• creep mechanism furnish a completely satisfactory 

explanation.

15. If stabilisation in the present context is attributable 

to several mechanisms which occur concurrently or 

consecutively in the same specimen, then to account for 

the observed thermal reversibility, each mechanism must 

have a cumulative effect in producing a final 9 value.

16. The reported lack of evidence of stabilisation in

very low carbon alloys is associated with the increased 

tendency for isothermal transformation. The extensive 

formation of isothermal martensite makes the determination 

of G difficult.
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APPENDIX 1 

The Working of Alloys

All alloys were hot extruded to 13mm diameter bar and 

subsequently machined to 10mm diameter to remove surface 

contamination prior to homogenisation at 1200°C for 3 days. 

The bars were then machined to 8mm diameter prior to 

working as follows:-

Swage to 3»2mm in two passes.

Anneal 30 minutes at 1000°C and chemically dissolve.

Swage to 2.1mm in two passes

Anneal 30 minutes at 1000°C and chemically dissolve.

Swage to 1.3mm in two passes.

Austenitise and electropolish.

Alloy

Ni 

30J& Ni

Austenitising 

temperature 

1000°C 

1000°C 

850°C

Austenitising 

time (min) 

30 

30 

20

Grain 

size (mm)

0.053
0,065
0.025'



APPENDIX 2

Calculation of percent martenslte 

a. • ?M Nl alloy.

.Specimen quenched to -78.5°C and aged at -^

Austenite resistance at 0°C : R = iS.M-O mjQ.
o

Final resistance at -78.5°C : R_ 7g = 10.78

« » » -l+0°C : R-lf0 = 11.If6 

" " " 0°C : R Q = 12.11

From Equation 19 and Figure 23:- 

At 0°C J K = lM-1

At -tfO°C : K = 138, R^Q = R Q ^ (0.9592) 

At -78.5°C : K = 132.5, Ry_ - H (0.9182)V
From Equations 17 and 19s

At 0°C: Martenslte % - lM-1 In (1BAO) =* 59.0$
(12.11)

At -ifO°Ci Martensite : $ = 138 In (iSAQx 0,9592) = 59.6^

At -78.5°C: Martensite % = 132.5 In (18.^0 x 0.9182) = 59.'
(10.78)

b. 19% Mi alloy

Specimen quenched to -88°C and aged ~t -60°G

Austenite resistance at 0°C : R Q = 17.79 rn£L

Final resistance at -88°C : R_ 8g = 10.70 rn£I 

" " « -60°G : R_ 6Q = Ho 17 mSl 

11 » " 0°C : R Q = 12,15 mSl 

From Equation 20.and Figure 23:-

At 0°C : K = 203.5

At -60°C ; K = 199, Hr_60 = Ko^ ^0.9238)

At -88°C : K = 197, Ry = R 0 ^ (0.8882)

From Equations 17 and 20:-

4t 0°C : Martensite % = 203.5 In (17.79)= 77-6;i
(12.1J)



At -60°C : MartensIte % = 199 In (17.79 x 0.92^8) = 76.8$
( 11.17 )

At -88°C : Martensite % = 197 In (17.79 x 0.8882) = 76.8,3
10.70



APPENDIX 3

Carbon diffusion data

a. For the diffusion of carbon in austenitic plain carbon 

steels between 750°C and 1305°c (ref. 87): 

D = 2.5 x I0~5 exp -
( RT )

p where D is the diffusion coefficient in m /s

R is the Universal Gas Constant (8.36 J/mole K)

T is the temperature (K)

b. For carbon diffusion in an austenitic Fe-l8$ Ni 0.5$G 

alloy between 1000°C and 1200°C (ref. 85):

D = 7 x 10" 6 exp -(12lf.60Q)
• ( RT )

c. For carbon diffusion in martensite in a 0.5$ C steel 

(ref. 81, see table 3).

D.= 2 x 10~ 6 exp -(91.100)
• RT ..

Assuming an infinite diffusion system, the average 

diffusion distance, x, in time t, can be calculated from 

the equation .

x =/D?'

Thus for a diffusion time of 10,000 seconds, 

diffusion distances would be:

Diffusion Diffusion Distance (nm)

Temperature °C .a. b. . c.

0 1.1x10"^ 3.7x10"^ 0.3

-^0 5.2xlO~8 3.AxlO"6 . 9.9xlO"3

-60 « 1.6xlO"9 1.7xlO"7 l.lxlO" 3

-100 1.5xlO"13 5.2X10"11 3.0xlO"6 -



Fig. 1.

Normal and stabilised transformation curves (ref 9).

Fig. 2.

The amount of austenite stabilised (S) at different reference 

temperatures after isothermal;holding of a 1.2% C, 2% Ni steel for 

2*f hours at 38°C (ref 15).

Fig. 3-

The dependence of 0 on ageing time at 35°C for specimens 

having two different prior martensite contents (ref 3)..
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Fig.

'stages' of stabilisation (ref 18) .

The dependence of M . on ageing time, showing the fours

Fig. 5.

The time and temperature dependence of stabilisation in a 

1.1$ C, % Ni steel (ref 11).

Fig. 6.

The 'normal' and 'stabilised 1 transformation in a 1.1# C, 

% Ni steel, showing the significance of <TS (ref 13).
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Fig. 7.

The influence of quenching rate on retained austenite in a 

I.kfc Cr steel (ref 23).

Fig. 8.

The influence of quenching rate on M 'in a 1$ C. l.U$ Cr steel
O

(ref 23).

Fig. 9-

The effect of quenching rate on Mg in two plain carbon steels 

(ref
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Fig. 10.

The thermal reversibility of stabilisation in a 10# Ni, 

1$ C steel (ref 9).

Fig. 11.

The tv/o models for interfacial diffusion considered by 

Kinsman and Shyne (ref 2).

Fig. 12.

Computed solutions of the time dependence of excess boundary 

concentration for the two models considered by Kinsman and Shyne 

(ref 2)-
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Fig. 13-

Schematic illustration of changes In carbon activity (top 

row of figs.) and the resulting carbon concentration profiles 

(bottom row of figs.) for various stages in transition from the 

initial non-equilibrium condition to the final equilibrium state. 

The activity of carbon in austenite (A), martensite (M) and the 

boundary are a^, a^ and ag respectively and the corresponding 

carbon concentrations are NA , N^ and Ng. W is the martensite 

embryo half-thickness, (ref 3)•

Fig. Ik.

Computed time and temperature dependence of percent interface 

saturation (ref 2).

Fig. 15.

The time and temperature dependence of stabilisation in a 

lA$ C steel containing 67$ martensite (ref 10).
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Fig. 16.

The time and temperature dependence of 0 (ref 3)«

Fig. 17.

The time and temperature dependence of 0 (ref 3).

Fig. 18.

The dependence of the fraction of martensite formed during a 

stress- relaxation test and the amount of concurrent relaxation (£_) 

on the prior ageing temperature, for two steels containing 31.6$ Ni, 

0.0016^ C (left hand fig.) and 29. 5% Ni, 0.027$ C, 0.2^ Ti 

(right hand fig.) (ref 56).
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Fig. 19.

Calibration curve for the chrome1/alume1 thermocouple 

a. experimental curve 

b. standard curve.. .
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Fig. 20.

Schematic diagram of the stress-relaxation apparatus,

a. Instron moving crosshead.

b. tie bar.

c. tripod.

d. modified pin-chucks.

e. vire stress-relaxation specimen.
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Fig. 21.

Experimental verification of Equation 17 at 0°C 

a. 19# Ni steel 

b. 2*f# Ni steel

Fig. 22.

The change of resistance with temperature in the 30$ Ni 

alloy.
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Fig. 23.

The variation of K with temperature, 

a. 19# Ni steel 

b. 2 !+# Ni steel 

c. 30# Ni alloy.

Pig. 2*f.

The dependence of total martensite content on quenching 

temperature.

a. I9fo Ni steel

b. 2*f# Ni steel.
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Fig. 25.

The variation of the isothermal 'tail 1 size with quenching 

temperature.

a. 19# Ni steel

b. 2H# Ni steel

Pig. 26.

Typical isothermal 'tails' in the 2 !4#.Ni steal quenched 
to:-

a. -100°G

b. -90°C
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Fig. 27.

Typical isothermal 'tails' in the 19$.Ni alloy quenched to:-

& . -100°C

b. -88°c'

c. -?8°C

d. -60°C

e. -J+0°C.
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Fig. 28.

The variation of resistance with time in partially transformed 

specimens at 0°C.

a. 19$ Ni steel (7*-$ martensite).

b. 2^ Ni steel (68# martensite).

Fig. 29.

G vs. treatment time:- 19$ Ni steel. 

All specimens quenched to -88°C for 15s and aged at:-
o -88°C 

* -78°G 

O =60°C 

x -lfO°C,
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Fig. 30.

Ageing temperature vs. 0 for 1<)% Ni alloy quenched to -88°C 

for 15s. Treatment times of :

a. 390s

b. 1800s

c. 7200s

Fig. 31.

Q vs. treatment time:- 19$ Ni steel. *

All specimens quenched to -88°C and aged at -?8°C. Quenching 

times of:-

• 15s 

D 90s 

o 180s 

x 300s
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Pig.-32.

0 vs. treatment time:- 19$ Ni steel.

All specimens quenched to -88°C and aged at -60°C,

Quenching times of :

• 15s

• 30s 

P 90s 

o 180s 

x 300s.

Fig. 33-

Q vs. treatment time:- 19$ Ni steel.

All specimens quenced to -88°G and aged ~

Quenching times of:-

• 15s 

O 90s 

o 180s
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Pig. 3^-

0 vs. treatment time:- 19$ Ni steel. 

All specimens quenched to -88°C for 90s and aged at:-

• - 88°C 

x - 78°C 

a - 60°C 

O - l4-0°C.

J?ig. 35-
Ageing temperature vs. 0 :- 19$ Ni steel

*

All specimens quenched to -88°C 'for 90 seconds and aged at 

various temperatures for treatment times of:-

a. 390s 

b. 1800s 

c. 7200s 

_ __ _ _ extrapolated.
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Fig. 36.

0 vs. treatment time:- 19$ Ni steel. 

All specimens quenched to -88°C for:

o l80s 

a 300s 

and aged at:

a. -*fO°C 

b. -60°C 

c. -78°C 

d. -88°C (quenched and aged)

Fig. 37.
Ageing temperature vs. Qi- ~L<)% Ni steel

All specimens quenched to -88°C for 180s and aged at various 

temperatures for treatment times of:-

a. 390s 
b. 1800s 
c. 7200s 

— _ — _. extrapolated.
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Fig. 38.

0 vs. quenching times- 19# Ni steel

All specimens quenched to -88°C for various times prior to 
ageing for a total treatment time of 2,000s at:-

o -^o°c
• -6o°c
D -78°c.

Fig. 39.
G vs. treatment time:- 19$ Ni steel •

*

All specimens quenched to -78°C and aged at -60°C. 
Quenching times of:-

• 15s

• 30s

a 90s
9

o 180s
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Fig. Mo.

0 vs. treatment time:- 19$ Ni steel

All specimens quenched to -78°C and aged at -

Quenching times of:-

• I5a

• 30s 

P 90s 

o l80s

Fig. Ifl.

0 vs. quenching time:- 19$ Ni steel,

All specimens quenched to -78°C prior to ageing for a total 

treatment time of 2,000s at:-

O -M)°C 

• -60°C
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Fig. >2.

0 vs. treatment time:- 19$ Ni steel 

All specimens quenched to =78°C for 15s and aged at:-

O -lfO°C 

• -60°C 

D -78°C (quenched and aged),
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Fig. H-3. 

. G vs. treatment time:- 19$ Ni steel.

All specimens quenched -78°C for 90s and aged a.t:-

o"-i+o°c 
- - -•• •"• -6o°c - '

D -78°C (quenched and aged).
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Fig.

Ageing temperature vs. 9s- 19$ Wi steel

All specimens quenched to -78°C for 15s and aged at various 

temperatures for treatment times of:-

a. 390s 

b. 1800s 

c. 7200s.

Fig. ^5-

Ageing temperature vs. 0:- 19$ Ni ste"el

All specimens quenched to -78°C for 90s and aged at various 

temperatures for treatment times of:-

a. 390s 

b. 1800s 

c. 72COs.
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Fig. V6.
G vs. treatment time:- '32' 1<$ Ni steel. 

Quenched .and aged at -78°C.

Fig. H-7.

0 vs. treatment timej- 19$ Ni steel .
9 quenched and aged at -60°C
D quenched -60°C for 15s and aged -lfO°C
o " " « 903 " " »
B n « -.'. lSOg ,, ,. „

• 
'x 'S2' alloy quenched and aged -60°C (from
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Pig. if 8.

0 vs. treatment time:- 2\% Ni steel 

All specimens quenched to -100°C

O quenched and aged -100°C

quenched to -100°C for 30s and aged at -78°C
II it It II II II II H

X tt .1! 'it II OQQS " " " "

El n n it it M " " "
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Fig. M-9.

0 vs. treatment time:- 2H$ Ni steel 

Specimens quenched to -100°C and aged at -60°C 

Quenched for:-

• 30s

• 90s 

o i80s 

x 300s 

D 600s

Fig. 50.

Q vs. treatment time:- 2U$ Ni steel

Specimens quenched to -100°C and aged at -lfO°G.

Quenched fors-

• 30s

B 90s

x 300s

n 600 s
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Fig. 51.

0 vs. quenching time:- 2U$ Hi steel 

All specimens quenched to -100°C and aged at:

o -IK>°C 

• -60°C 

O -?8°C 

for a treatment time of 2,000s.

Fig. 52.

Q vs. treatment time:- 2^% Ni steel • 

All specimens quenched to -100°C for 30s 

and aged at:-
O -lK>°C

» -60°C

O -?8°C

quenched and aged at -100°C,
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Fig. 53.
9 vs. treatment time:- 2U$ Ni steel. .

All specimens quenched to ~100°C for 90s and aged at:-

• -60°C

D -78°C

A -90°C

• quenched and aged at -100°C.
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Fig. 5V.
0 vs. treatment time:- 2*4$ Ni steel 

All specimens quenched to -100°C.

x quenched and age.d at -100°C

Q quenched for -300s and aged at -
II

II

II

II

600s "

300s "

690s "

300s "

it it ii

» " -60°C
H II It

" » -78°C
600s " " " "
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Fig. 55.
Ageing temperature vs. 0:- 2\+% Ni steel

All specimens quenched to -100°C for 30s and aged at various 

temperatures for treatment times of J-

a. 390s 

b. 1,800s 

c. 7,200s

Fig. 56,

As above but. quenched to -100°C for 90s.
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Fig. 57.

Ageing temperature vs e 0:- 2*$ Ni steel.

All specimens quenched to -100°G for 300s and aged at various 

temperatures for treatment times of:-

a. 390s 

b. 1,800s 

c. 7,200s 

_____ extrapolated.

Fig. 58.

0 vs. treatment time:- 2*f$ NI steel.' 

All specimens quenched to -90°C

a. x .quenched and aged -90°C

V H " " " '32' alloy (from ref 
b. H quenched for 90s and aged at -78°C 

• . n " l80a !l " « -78°C 

c. A " » 90s " " " -60°C 

A " " 180s « » " -60°C 

d. D " " 90s " " •» -lfO°G 

0 " •• 180s " » " -«+0°C.
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?lg. 59.
Ageing temperature vs. Q:- 2\% Ni steel. 

Specimens quenched to -90°C for 90s and aged at various 

temperatures for treatment times of:-

a. 390s 

b. 1,800s 

c. 7,200s

Fig. 60.

G vs. treatment .time:- 2^r% Ni steel.. 

Specimens quenched to -78°C and aged at -60°C. 

Quenched for:-

* 15s

D 90s

o 180s
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Fig. 61.

6 vs. treatment times- 2*$ Ni steel.

Quenched to'-78°C and aged at -MD°C.

Quenched for times of:-

• 15s 

D 90s 

o 180s

Fig. 62.

Q vs. quenching time:- 2U$ Ni steel.

Specimens quenched to -78°C for various times and aged at.'
O -ifO°C 

• -60°C 

for treatment times of 2,000s.
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Fig. 63.

0 vs. treatment time:- 2*+$ Ni steel.

Specimens quenched to -78°C for l^s and aged at:-
O -1+0°C

• : -6o°c
D -78°C.
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Fig. 6*K

0 vs. treatment time:- 2*+% Ni steel. 

Specimens quenched to -78°C for 90s and aged at

-60°

D -78°C.
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Pig. 65.
Ageing temperature vs. 0:- 2*4$ Ni steel 

Specimens quenched to -78°C for 15s and aged at various 

temperatures for treatment times of J-

a. 390s 

b. 1,800s 

c. 7,200s

Fig. 66.
As above but quenched to -78°C fpr 90s'.
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Fig. 67.

0 vs. treatment time:- 19$ Ni steel.

All specimens aged at -*fO°C

o quenched and aged at -kO°C (50$ mar tens ite) 

• " -60°C for 90s (63$ " ) 
O •« -78°C " "

(77$

Fig. 68.

0 vs. treatment time:- 19$ Ni steel.. 

All specimens aged at -60°C.

O quenched and aged at -60°C (63$ martensite) 

n » ~78°C for 90s (7*f£ » ) 

• » -78°C " 180s ( '• " ) 

A » -88°C " » (77$ " ) 

A it " n 3003 ( " " )
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Fig. 69.

0 vs. martensite % :- 19$ Ni steel

Long quenching times.

o aged at -M-Q°C for treatment times .of s-

a, J+jOOOs

b. 2,000s

c. i+OOs 

• aged at -60°C for treatment times*of;-

d. 7,200s

e. 2,000s

f. ^OOs

x aged -78°C for treatment time of 7,200s 

.+ " " " " " " 2,000s.



0



Fig. 70.

0 vs. martensite % :- 19% Ni steel. 

All specimens aged at -78°C

o quenched and aged at -78°C (7^ martensltfl

• " to -889C for 15s (77$ " ). 

a " » « « i80s ( " " )

• " " » « 3003 (•" " )
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Fig. 71.

9 vs. treatment time:- 2hfo Ni steel

Specimens, quenched to various temperatures until 'tail 1 

complete and aged at -^0°C.

Oquenched -78°C for 90s (59$ martensite)

• " '« » 180s ( " " ) 

D " -90°C " 90s (6H# " )

• " " " 180s ( " " ) 

A " -100°C " 300s (68% " ) 
A " " " 6oos ( " " )

. 72. 

As above but aged at -60°C.
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*'ig. 73-
9 vs. martensite % :- 2k% Ni steel

a. Aged at -lfO°C for a treatment time of ^
b, " " " " " " " " 1,000s

c. " " -60°C " " " " "10,000s
a. " " •• " •• » « " ifjOoos
e. " " * i! M " " " 1,000s

f. « » -78°C " » » " » If,OOOs

g. " " " " " " « " 1,000s
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Fig. 7M-.

Q vs. treatment time:- 2^ Ni steel 

All specimens aged at -78°C.

O quenched and aged at -78°C (59$ martensite) 

• " -100°C for 90s (6Bfo " ) 

O " " H 300s ( " " ) 

x it rt fl £00s (ti if J

A " -90°C " l80s 

» combined point.
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Fig. 75.

0 vs. treatment time:- 19$ Ni steel 

All specimens quenched for l5s and aged at -*fO C, 

O quenched -VO°C ($0% martensite)

• " -60°C 

D '• -78°C

• » -88°G

Pig. 76.

As above, but aged at -60°G.
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Fig. 77.
Q vs. treatment time:- 2kfo Ni steel 

All specimens quenched for 90s and aged at -60°C. 

x quenched -100°C (68$ raartensite) 

o " -90°C ri 

D " -78°C

Pig. 73.
As above, but aged at -
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Fig. 79-

0 vs. treatment time:- 19$ Ni steel. 

Reversibility tests between -78°C and -ifO°C. 

O a. quenched and aged at -78°C (from .fig 

Ob. " -78°C for 90s and aged at -^G°C (from fig. 

c. predicted reversibility from -78°C to -^-Q°C

a, n ->t00C " -78°C

specimens quenched to -78°C fac'^SOOs and aged at - 

specimens quenched to -78°C for 90s, aged at -^O^ 

for 1800s and then aged at -78°C.
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Fig. 80.

0 vs. treatment time:- 2*4$ Ni steel 

Reversibility tests between -100°C and -78°C 

a. quenched and aged at -100°C (from fig. 

b. " for 90s at -100°C and aged -?8°C ( " " « ) 

c. " " 300s " " " " " ( " lf »' ) 

d. predicted reversibility from -100°C to -78°C 

e. " " " -78°C » -100°C 

o specimens quenched to -100°C for 7200s and aged at -78°C 

D " " " " " 90s, aged 7200s at -78°C 
and re-aged at -10C°C.
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Fig. 81.

Typical graph of load vs. time for a stress relaxation test-

Fig. 82.

The stress drop in 60s vs. prior ageing time at -78°C:- 

Ni steel.

a. maximum stress 588 - 17 MPa

b. " 1! 293 - 8.MPa

c. " " ' '• '' 115 - 5 MPa

d. " " .60 - 2 MPa

O .relaxation test only

• . " " and resistance measurement

x 132' 19# Ni steel.
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Fig. 83.

Stress drop in 60s vs. prior ageing time at -78°C ;- 

Ni steel.

a. maximum stress 633 - 16 MPa

b. « " 285 - 9 MPa

c. " " 107 i if MPa

O relaxation test only

f " " and resistance measurement

Fig. 8V.

Maximum stress vs. stress drop in 60s«for relaxation 

tests.

a. 2k% Ni steel D 

b. 19# Ni steeli-

x aged 10,000s 

O " 100s 

» common point.
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Fig. 85.

Typical plot of resistance vs. time during a stress relaxation 
test.

ffig. 86.

The dependence of the total change in»martensite % during a 
stress relaxation test, on prior ageing time at -78°C :- 19$ Ni 
steel.

a. maximum stress 588 - 17 MPa
b. !! " 293 - 8 MPa
c. " " 115 - 5 MPa
d. " " 60-2 MPa.
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Fig. 87.

The dependence of the total change in martensite % during a 
stress relaxation test, on the prior ageing time at -78°C:- 
Ni steel.

a. maximum stress 633 - i°

b. " " 285 - 9
c. » » 107- '+ MPa.
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Fig. 88.

The change in martensite % during stress relaxation testa

after various prior ageing times at -78°Cs- 2*f$ Ni steel. 

c change in martensite % during loading 

D " " " " " 60s relaxation period 

• total " " " " " relaxation test.
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Fig. 89.

The change in martensIte % during stress relaxation tests

after various prior ageing times at -78°C:- 19$ Ni steel. 

o change in martensite % during loading 

O " " " " " 60s relaxation period 

• total " " " " " relaxation test.
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Fig. 90.

The change in raartensite % during stress relaxation tests 

after various prior ageing times at -78°C. :- 2^ Ni steel

maximum stress 107 - M- MPa

A. during 60s relaxation period

B. during loading

Fig. 91.

Isothermal 'tails' in the 30$ Ni alloy quenched to, and 

aged at -35°C.

The letters a - h refer to individual specimens, 

(cf. figs 92, 93)
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Fig. 92.

0 vs. treatment time:- 30$ Ni alloy 

Specimens, quenched to and aged at -35°C.

Fig. 93.

The progress of transformation following stabilisation: 

3<$ Ni alloy.

Specimens quenched to -35°C and aged for various times 

prior to continuous cooling.
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Fig. 9>+.

The isothermal transformation in the decarburised 30$ 

alloy at -35°C.

Fig. 95.

The size of the isothermal tail as a function of the total 

martensite content.

O 19$ Ni steel 

$ Ni steel.
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Fig. 96.

Stress drop during the 60s relaxation period vs. the amount 

of martensite formed during the same period. Maximum stresses of:-

19J5 Ni steel 2\% Ni steel 

0 588 i 17 MPa Q 633 - 16 MPa 

® 293 - 8.MPa H 285 - 9 MPa 

O 115 - 5 MPa • 107 - *f MPa 

• 60 i 2 MPa.

Pig. 97.

Martensite % vs. quenching time at -88°C :- 19$ Ni steel.
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Fig. 98.

Schematic graph of 6 vs. treatment time, showing the effect 

of differences in quenching time on the thermal reversibility of 

stabilisation between the quenching temperature T and ageing 

temperature T .

Quenched a. 15s. b. 30s. c. 90s. d. 180s.

Q at the quenching temperature is greater than that at the 

ageing temperature.

Fig. 99.

As above but where Q at T "> 0 at T

e. quenched 300s,
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TABLE I 

Analysis of Alloys

C Ni Mn Si Cr Al Others

'SI' 2l$Ni 0.52 23.7 0.02 0.02 0.02 - less than O.C2 

'32' 19#Ni OA8 19.3 0.0*+ 0.03 0.03 0.05 " " "

«wi' i9#Ni 0.53 19.3 0.38 o.oi+ _ o.oi » " "
'W2' 3Q#N1 0.012 29.6 0.02 0.02 0.02 - " " "

TABLE 2

Undercoolings Equivalent to Applied Stresses 

A change in elastic tensile stress of 1,000 lbf/in2 

(6.9 MPa) causes a change of 1 deg C in M_ (ref '-t-5)..
»3

Alloy ' Max Stress Equivalent Under-

(MPa) cooling (deg G)

588 85.0
" 293 M-2.3
" (austenite flow stress) 199 28.8

« 115 16.6
" 60 8,7

633 91.5

-« 285 *+l.2
" (austenite flow stress) 186 26.9

» 107 15.5



Table 3.

The diffusion rate of carbon in ferrite and martensite 

(ref 81).

Plate 1.

A view of the Wayne Kerr Bridge, the Philips X-Y recorder 

and the bath used for continuous cooling.

Plate 2.

The 2hfc Mi 0.57? C steel. 

62% Martensite. x 200.

Plate 3.

The 19$ NI 0.5$ C steel. 

55/w Martensite. x 200.
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